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University of Pittsburgh, 2020
Gas separation processes are prevalent in science and industries to isolate desired or re-
move undesired gases from mixtures. Of the various methods to perform this separation,
surface adsorption has been shown to be a promising avenue due to favorable temperature
and pressure limits, high capacity, and chemical tunability. This thesis focuses on using a
carbon-based, bowl-like molecule known as a Buckybowl to act as a gas adsorbent. The bowl-
like nature of this structure has been shown to have stronger dispersion and electrostatic
interactions on the concave side suggesting that it is a potential candidate for gas capture
and release systems. In this study, the small gas molecules CH4, CO2, NO, and NO2 are
explored computationally as adsorbates on to the Buckybowls corannulene and sumanene as
well as the planar structure coronene. It is found that the bowl-up orientation of the Buck-
ybowls, with respect to the adsorbate, has the strongest interaction energy (sumanene CH4,
-5.6 kcal/mol) followed by coronene (-2.9 kcal/mol) and then the bowl-down configurations
(sumanene CH4, -1.8 kcal/mol). Sumanene was found to have the strongest adsorption ener-
gies for these molecules (BU CO2, -6.1 kcal/mol) with binding to corannulene (BU CO2, -4.8
kcal/mol) and coronene (CO2, -3.7 kcal/mol) being weaker. The system studied were also
found to exhibit stimulus-induced adsorption/desorption. Specifically, the Buckybowls were
found to change selectivity towards specific adsorbates in response to an applied electric field
as the interaction energy ordering was altered. Beyond atmospheric molecules, the ability
of sumanene to adsorb respiratory irritants was also explored. It was found that for three
potent irritants, 2-chlorobenzalmalonitrile, 1,6 hexamethylene diisocyanate, and toluene di-
isocyanate, the interaction energies are about -14 kcal/mol with attraction largely driven
by electrostatic and dispersion effects. No significant energetic barriers due to structural
changes were found indicating that sumanene could be a possible gas capture system for
these chemical compounds.
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Preface
Further, science is a collaborative effort. The combined results of
several people working together is often much more effective than
could be that of an individual scientist working alone.
John Bardeen
Stockholm, 1972
The goal of this thesis is to investigate Buckybowls as possible adsorbent materials for
a range of gaseous molecules. To achieve this, a computational study was undertaken to
identify interaction strengths, the components contributing to the interaction energy, and
determine whether an external electric field could be used to influence selectivity of the
adsorption process. As is typically found in the gas separation literature, the motivation
was to identify sensitive, selective, and stable devices which could be chemically altered to
fit the situation at hand.
Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the topic of gas separation as found within industry
and presents several methods currently employed. Special care is given to identifying the
advantages and disadvantages to each method to highlight the usefulness of using surface
adsorption systems which can be chemically tuned, have high capacities, and have operating
conditions in a desirable range. Chapter 2 then describes the main features of the theory
used to perform the calculations in the following chapters. A general introduction to density
functional theory is given with emphasis on the practical side of performing the calculations
and indications of the input to such computations. This is followed by a derivation of
the terms of polarization theory which was the precursor to standard symmetry adapted
perturbation theory (SAPT). Here I tried to be as transparent as possible at each step to help
the reader understand exactly how perturbation theory is used to decompose the components
of an interaction into useful terms such as electrostatics, induction, and dispersion. Then a
short introduction to absolutely localized molecular orbitals (ALMO) is given where the aim
was to introduce the definitions of different binding contributions and contrast the relative
simplicity of the method with SAPT. It is important to note that there are numerous different
methods based on localized orbitals so I have chosen to only describe the method used in
calculations within this thesis.
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Following the theory, Chapters 3 and 4 are computational investigations into the inter-
action properties of small gas molecules and three highly potent respiratory irritants. The
small gas molecules were chosen for their importance as green house gases and atmospheric
pollutants. Controlling their concentrations help alleviate environmental issues while the
respiratory irritants are important for developing technologies for reducing workplace expo-
sure to hazardous chemicals. Interaction energies are explored through the use of energy
decomposition analysis to determine the components of the interaction which contribute the
most to the attractive or repulsive nature of the adsorption process. Finally, a conclusion is
provided to give a quick overview of the result and inform the reader about possible future
directions of this work.
Throughout the thesis process there are numerous people I am indebted to for providing
their time, expertise, and insights. First, I would like acknowledge the patience of my advisor
and co-advisor Drs. Daniel Lambrecht and Ken Jordan who have spent numerous hours
discussing computational details and helping to forge projects into well thought-out ideas.
I would like to thank Dr. Ping Yang for being instrumental all throughout my graduate
career for providing advice and insight into graduate studies and opportunities outside of
academia. Due to their patience and great managerial expertise I would also like to thank
Drs. Jeff Gearhart and Heather Pangburn for providing me the opportunity to explore data
science and machine learning with an extraordinary group of researchers and friends. Thank
you to the members of the Lambrecht group, Drs. Keith Werling and Eric Berquist, for the
countless conversations about science and dinosaurs as well as to the members of the Jordan
group for being willing to discuss the minute details of the computational sciences. Finally,
I would like to thank the most important person of all - my wife, Dr. Kim Burrill, who has
been enormously patient over these past few months during the writing process when I am
absent minded or thinking about research.
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1.0 Introduction
It has been shown that in the case of two hydrogen atoms in the
normal state brought near each other the eigenfunction which is
symmetric in the positional coordinates of the two electrons
corresponds to a potential which causes the two atoms to combine
to form a molecule.
Linus Pauling
The Shared Electron Chemical Bond, 1928
The overall objective of this thesis is to provide insights into the adsorption characteris-
tics of gas molecules with Buckybowls. These molecules can be imagined as sections removed
from the larger Buckyball as shown in Figure 1 capped with hydrogen atoms. Before de-
scribing how Buckybowls possess properties amenable to the gas separation process, a brief
introduction to the fascinating origin of Buckyballs will be presented followed by a short
survey of the gas separation field.
Below the tail of the constellation Scorpius lies a large collection of gases driven outward
by stellar winds. This planetary nebula, labeled Tc 1, formed as a red giant passed through
the asymptotic giant branch phase of its life. Initially, the rate of hydrogen fusion in the
core of the star slowly decreased until it could no longer sustain a balancing force against
gravity. Under great pressure, higher temperatures from the core transferred energy into
the lighter gases surrounding the star causing it to expand into a red giant. Helium fusion
then proceeded when the core reached a critical temperature resulting in the creation of
carbon and oxygen. These heavier elements coalesced into a stable core surrounded by
burning helium and a thin shell of the lighter hydrogen. As the supply of helium depleted,
the thermal energy from the core began to transfer to the hydrogen gases, reigniting the
fusion process. This interplay between hydrogen and helium fusion reactions continued with
interesting side effects. As the burning hydrogen produced more helium, the helium in turn
began to fuse causing a violent reaction near the surface of the core. Carbon and oxygen
atoms were driven up through the gases and pushed outwards creating the planetary nebula
we see today.
The gases disperse throughout the interstellar medium and are typically composed of
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polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and compounds containing heavier elements such as SiC.
In 2010, NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope recorded an infrared spectrum from Tc 1 that was
contrary to expectation - rather than containing spectra indicative of PAHs, strong signals
were present at 7.0, 8.5, 17.4, and 18.9 µm. Infrared signals from these gases have been
studied for decades as researchers try to understand their composition. In particular, Kroto
et al. were the first to propose that the C60 fullerene (colloquially known as a Buckyball)
molecule could account for these peaks, but the conditions under which they were formed
in stars was not completely understood [1]. Cami et al. provided a key insight by analyzing
the data from Tc 1 and found that these signals coincided with the spectral peaks observed
for C60 when present in a helium gas [2]. Through the process of creating planetary nebulae,
Buckyballs are forged from the shattered remains of carbon-rich cores and ejected into the
universe to be scattered by stellar winds. Tc 1 provided a unique environment for the creation
of C60, and to a lesser extent C70, fullerenes since it had apparently shed most of its outer
hydrogen shell long before the carbon was exposed by helium shell flashes. This corresponds
with the hydrogen-depleted, carbon-rich environment required in the laboratory for creating
fullerenes through vaporizing graphite.
In 1996, the Nobel prize in Chemistry was awarded to Robert Curl, Sir Harold Croto,
and Richard Smalley for their discovery of the Buckminster fullerene motivated by under-
standing the composition of interstellar gas clouds [1]. Since then, the molecule has been
studied extensively and has seen use in many chemical applications. The 20 hexagons and
12 pentagons that comprise the Buckyball offer a wide variety of rich chemistries while the
cage-like structure opens the possibility to many types of endofullerenes.
This work is focused on sections of the Buckyball molecule known as Buckybowls. These
molecules are derived from parts of C60 fullerene centered at either the pentagon or hexagon.
The aromatic nature of the carbon bonds coupled with the bowl-like shape of the molecules
offer interesting physical properties that make them targets for research into their adsorption
characteristics. In particular, the ability of these Buckybowls to act as gas capture/release
systems shows promise by being sensitive to gas adsorption on the concave side, selective in
gas mixtures under an external electric field, and recyclable through inversion of the bowl in
the sense that interaction energies are significantly weaker on the convex side for small gas
2
molecules.
1.1 Gas Separation
Before expounding the details of how Buckybowls are potential gas separation candidates,
it would be useful to step back and look at the current state of the field. Gas separation
processes are used for isolating or removing components of a gas mixture as well as analysis
and detection of specific compounds. The separation of atmospheric pollutants and green
house gases from industrial emissions represents one application. In the Unites States alone,
about 5,300 million metric tons of CO2 are generated as the result of various industrial
processes. Electricity generation accounts for about a third of this with coal-fired power
plants contributing the majority of CO2 [3]. Significant potential exists for creating and
utilizing technologies for capturing the CO2 to reduce emissions and use for commercial
purposes. Southwest of Houston a coal-fired facility, the WA Parish power plant, was fitted
for exactly this purpose. In 2016, work on a carbon capture system (CCS) was completed
on their number 8 unit which was partially financed by the U.S. Department of Energy as
a pilot project to test the efficacy of CCSs at major industrial sites. Normally this unit
would emit about 1.1 million tons of CO2 per month into the atmosphere, but after the CCS
was deployed this was reduced by 90% [4]. The Kansai Mitsubishi carbon dioxide recovery
(KMCDR) process was employed which relies on the use of amine-based solvents to absorb
the CO2 and then recycle for later use [5]. The CO2 is then piped from the power plant to
an oil field 80 miles away where the gas is used to improve the production efficiency of oil
extraction. This is just one example that shows how gas capture and release systems are
a proven method of reducing emissions from large industrial facilities as well as generating
positive economic results.
Numerous methods are in use as gas capture/release systems. Some, such as chemical
absorption, have been in use for over a hundred years. Below is a brief description of the
important gas capture/release methods in use today.
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1.1.1 Chemical Absorption
The KMCDR process as described above is a form of gas capture through chemical
absorption. Gas is passed through an amine-based solvent which reacts with the CO2 to
yield a purified feed gas and a byproduct gas from which the CO2 can be extracted for later
use. Similarly, chemical absorption is widely used within the petroleum industry to extract
sulfur compounds from petroleum residues. Products from crude oil are mainly extracted via
distillation techniques. When oil is pumped from the ground, it is fed into a distillation tower
where products separate based on their densities. Near the top of the tower, products such as
kerosene and light oil are removed for further refinement while heavier products settle to the
bottom. Since crude oil rarely consists of pure hydrocarbons, several contaminants can cause
oil to settle at the bottom of the towers after all of the products have been removed - this
is known as petroleum residue. Further processing is required to remove the contaminants
and produce useful hydrocarbons.
One technique to refine the pertroleum residue is known as hydroconversion. This pro-
cess takes the residue as an input feed and combines it with hydrogen gas to create useful
hydrocarbons. During this process, sulfur-containing contaminants are extracted via chem-
ical absorption with an amine solution. As mentioned, the feed components are passed
through a heater and filter to promote chemical reactions in the catalytic reactors. Here
the hydrocarbons are formed through a series of processes and then passed into a thermal
separation unit. Within the thermal separation unit the useful components are passed into a
distillation tower (fractionator) while gases containing the contaminants are passed into the
absorption tank. Purified amine solution is fed in through the top of the tank while the gases
rise through the solvent. Chemical reactions with the gas transfer the suflur compounds into
the solvent creating so-called rich amines which can then be removed and recycled. Purified
H2 is then recycled from the absorption process and fed back into the start of the loop.
Further processing is necessary to remove the sulfur compounds from the rich amine which
is usually done through heating. Therefore, while the chemistry of chemical absorption is
well known, significant amounts of energy are necessary to recycle the solvents and remove
contaminants for other uses. Sensitivity and selectivity can be tuned through the choice of
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chemical solvent, but in practice several passes through a processing step are required to
remove all of the components desired.
1.1.2 Cryogenic Distillation
The basic principles behind cryogenic distillation are rooted in utilizing gas to liquid
transitions to separate out the various components of a gas. Industrial facilities which use
this method of gas separation typically produce liquid nitrogen, oxygen, and argon. The
process begins compressing air from the atmosphere and removing the H2O and CO2. The
dry air is then passed into a cryogenic distillation tank where the gas is cooled by using
the Joule-Thomson effect. The temperature of a compressed gas can be quickly reduced by
passing it through a small valve and allowing it to rapidly expand. The temperature of the
tank can be controlled to separate out specific components of the gas. For instance, the most
accessible gas using this method is nitrogen. By cooling past 77 Kelvin the nitrogen becomes
a liquid and the remaining gas yields low grade oxygen due to argon impurities. Reducing
the temperature further allows creating of liquid oxygen and argon, but this process uses a
considerable amount of energy for refrigeration. Overall, this method is highly effective at
separating gases with considerably different gas-liquid transition temperatures; however, for
gas mixtures with similar transition temperatures, such as argon and oxygen, this process is
not efficient due to the need to use several cryogenic steps.
1.1.3 Membrane Filtration
The process of gas separation with membrane filtration relies on physically blocking
unwanted components using permeable membranes. While best known for desalination of
salt water, membrane filtration is also applied to separating gases. For instance, reserves
of natural gas are often contaminated with high levels of CO2 and H2S which need to be
removed before distribution within the United States. Membrane filters are employed to
capture the contaminant gas and leave behind an assortment of desired alkanes. Selectivity
of these filters is controlled by the type of material chosen as the membrane. Polymers
such as polysulfone and polyimides are employed in H2 recovery while polycabonates and
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polythenylene oxide are used in N2 production to name a few [6]. However, the permeability
and selectivity of the filter are often competing variables. While large pore sizes are critical
to creating high throughput filters, the selectivity suffers because more gas molecules are
allowed to pass through. This is commonly known as the Robeson trade-off and has a
theoretical upper limit as defined by Robeson in 2008 [7]. It is important to note that
while the Robeson is an important metric, efficiencies are not typically as good as predicted
due to membrane degradation. Novel membrane structures are being actively developed
in an effort to produce highly permeable and selective membranes for specific types of gas
separation. Recent work using covalent organic frameworks (COFs) has been shown to be a
promising avenue of exploration due to the ability to precisely control pore size and flexibility
of design [8].
1.1.4 Surface Adsorption
Numerous candidates exist for adsorbing gas molecules to surfaces. Historically, metal
oxides have played this role through chemisorption. Due to undesirable interactions with
H2O molecules, gas separation from the surface of metal oxides is typically performed at tem-
peratures exceeding 300◦ C and have been shown to be robust at higher temperatures [9].
Selectivity is governed by the type of oxide surface with metal coordination, acid-base reac-
tions, and redox chemistry dictating the strength of interaction [10].
Other technologies have also been recently developed that focus on adsorption in spe-
cific gaseous environments such as zeolites and metal organic frameworks (MOFs). These
materials focus on the porosity of their structures to increase the surface area to maximize
adsorption effectiveness. In contrast to membrane filtration, surface chemistry is exploited
by tailoring the structure and active groups present in the pores to suit a specific need. How-
ever, higher pressures are typically still required to force gas molecules though the pores.
Zeolites are porous aluminosilicates with counter ions present. One popular form, known
as X13, uses sodium as the counter ion and has shown desirable gas separation characteris-
tics [11, 12]. While metal oxide surfaces require high temperatures to facilitate adsorption
and recycling, zeolites can operate at room temperature with a recycling threshold between
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150 and 180◦ C [13].
MOFs operate similarly to zeolites with a few distinguishing features. In a MOF, metal
ions are connected through the use of organic ligands to form periodic structures. Due
to the freedom to choose the organic ligands, structures of MOFs are significantly more
customizable which allows tuning of both the sensitivity and selectivity. This is in contrast
to zeolites which have a limited number of active groups which can bind to the surfaces of
the pores. Additionally, the sizes of cavities in MOFs can be adjusted to increase the surface
to volume ratio which ultimately provides a more efficient gas adsorber. At pressures above
10 bar, MOFs were found to have significantly higher active surface areas (1500-4500 m2g−1)
compared to both activated carbon (400-1000 m2g−1) and zeolites (1500 m2g−1) [9]. Despite
promising gas adsorption data, MOFs are generally more fragile than zeolite structures.
Thermal instability and chemical degradation lead to MOFs being less utilized in industry.
1.2 Buckybowls for Adsorption
Since the discovery of C60 fullerene in 1985 [1], significant research has been devoted
to understanding the various allotropes of carbon in an effort to harness the interesting
physics and high stability of carbon-based systems. In the 1990’s, Buckyball thin films
were of interest for adsorption of gases at low temperature. While the binding energy of an
adsorbate to a single Buckyball is low, thin films of these molecules can be used to condense
gases at low temperature in the gaps between them [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
The convex curvature of the Buckyball from the point-of-view of an adsorbate lends to
its weak adsorption energy. Consider the case of a single gas molecule interacting with a
graphene sheet where the interaction from local pi-interactions and delocalized dispersion can
be considered the baseline. If curvature is added to the graphene sheet, these interactions
will change. In particular, as the sheet bends away from the molecule, pi-interactions and
dispersion with neighboring rings are reduced similar to the case of fullerenes. However,
if the sheet bends towards the gas molecule, the trend of electronic interactions reverses.
It is important to point out that increasing or decreasing pi-interactions does not linearly
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Corannulene Sumanene
Figure 1: Structure of the corannulene and sumanene molecules superimposed in red on a
Buckyball.
affect the total interaction energy. While attractive dispersion forces follow from increased pi-
interactions, so too does a repulsive force due to Pauli exclusion resulting in more complicated
trends for total interaction energies. Each adsorbate-adsorbent case must be investigated on
a case-by-case basis to discern the nature of the interaction.
Both cases of the curvature can be accessed by creating a Buckybowl. Figure 1 shows
the outlines of the two smallest Buckybowls, corannulene and sumanene, on the profile of a
Buckyball. Corannulene is the smallest Buckybowl and is distinguished by a central cyclo-
hexane ring surrounded by five benzene rings. Sumanene is slightly larger and is composed
of a central benzene ring with an outer ring of alternating benzene and cyclohexane rings.
Corannulene (Dibenzo[ghi,mno]fluoranthene) was first synthesized in 1966 by Barth and
Lawton in a complicated liquid phase process with an effective yield of only about 1% [22].
Largely due to the complexity of the process, research proceeded slowly until new synthesis
processes were discovered. Recently, large batch synthetic processes have been developed
producing 1 kg of corannulene at a far more efficient 88% yield [23]. Similarly, synthetic
processes for sumanene are also being developed to enable greater yields and more chemical
flexibility such as adding functional groups [24, 25, 26, 27].
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0.9 Å 1.6 Å
Figure 2: Profile images of the corannulene and sumanene bowls. The bowl depths are
marked on the sides with corannulene at about 0.9 A˚ while sumanene has a depth of 1.6 A˚
and are measured as the vertical distance between the carbon atoms in the central ring to
the carbon atoms in the outer ring. Note that the carbon atoms located at the rim of the
bowl in sumanene do not have a uniform height from the bottom of the bowl. Therefore,
the height is measured as the distance between the bottom and the highest carbon atom.
One of the most iconic features of a Buckybowl is the the bowl-like shape of the molecule.
Figure 2 shows the profile of corannulene and sumanene with the labeled bowl depths. The
bowl-like nature of these molecules lends two possible configurations for gas adsorption -
bowl up (BU) where the concave side of the molecule is facing the adsorbate and bowl down
(BD) which has the convex side towards the adsorbate. The transition between these two
states is known as the inversion barrier and has been studied in the gas phase [28, 29, 30]
as well as on surfaces [31, 32]. The gas phase inversion energy of corannulene was found
to be about 10.2 kcal/mol [28] while sumanene was found to have a barrier of about 20.2
kcal/mol in solution [30].
Small molecules fit into the concave cavity leading to a large contact are for binding. Hus-
sain et al. studied the interactions between small gas molecules and corannulene, sumanene,
as well as coronene [33]. Coronene is a planar molecule of similar radius to corannulene,
consisting of a central benzene ring surrounded by six other benzene rings. In particular,
they investigated the interactions with CO2, CH4, and C2H2 which are industrial byprod-
ucts. From their computational results, they report two major findings. First, the binding
energy of the gas molecules can be altered based on the configuration of the Buckybowl.
Bowl up configurations tended to have larger binding energies than their bowl down coun-
terparts which could be as much as half as strong. The type of Buckybowl also played a
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role in the strength of binding. Sumanene interactions tended to be stronger than corannu-
lene while coronene was generally the weakest where the interactions were largely driven by
electrostatics and dispersion. Second, they found that attractive dispersion interactions play
a major role in the binding of small molecules to Buckybowls. The dispersion component
typically accounted for a majority of the attractive interaction which helped balance the
Pauli repulsion. Additionally, bowl up systems had stronger dispersion and Pauli repulsion
components which can be intuitively understood that the electronic wave functions between
the adsorbate and adsorbent were in closer spatial proximity than in the bowl down state.
A computational study was performed by Armakovic´ and coworkers on the adsorption
properties of CO, CO2, and NH3 on sumanene [34]. Their thorough analysis made com-
parisons to adsorption on other carbon allotropes showing that adsorption energies with
sumanene are generally equilvalent to or greater than (within 1 kcal/mol) carbon nanotubes,
graphene, and C60 fullerene. These adsorption characteristics help motivate investigations
into Buckybowls for gas separation systems as they are predicted to perform well in gas ad-
sorption. Furthermore, Armakovic´ also investigated the nature of the interactions between
gas molecules and sumanene and found that physisorption characteristics tend to dominate.
Changes in frontier molecular orbitals were tracked by computing the density of states and
comparing the changes between the adsorbed and non-adsorbed states. While molecules such
as NH3 did show characteristics of chemisorption through changes in the frontier orbitals,
the interactions tended to stay non-covalent in nature.
Experiments have also been performed showing that sumanene can act as a gas adsorption
system when arrayed on a surface. Jaafar et al. have shown that sumanene deposited on
a Ag(111) surface can adsorb methane gas at low temperatures using a scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) imaging [31]. Due to the curved nature of Buckybowls, they possess
a dipole moment oriented from the outer edge of the bowl pointed towards the concave
direction and located along the axis of the bowl. Electron density tends to be higher around
the outer edge than within the bowl which creates a dipole. It was found that when sumanene
is deposited on the Ag(111) surface, the orientation of the dipole plays a role in how the
film of molecules is built up. For low coverage of sumanene on the surface, the molecules are
typically found to be in the bowl up configuration while mixed patterns are found at higher
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coverage. Interestingly, the bowls form a hexagonal pattern where the central molecule is in
the bowl down state while the surrounding Buckybowls are bowl up. This effect is due to the
energetic minimization of adjacent dipoles. Furthermore, Jaafar et al. also suggested that
methane molecules preferentially bind to the bowl up Buckybowls with a single gas molecule
oriented above the bowl. At higher methane concentrations the gas molecules were found to
bind to the bowl down configurations as well with more coverage due to interactions with a
larger surface area.
Finally, bowl inversion on a surface was addressed by Fujii and coworkers by utilizing an
STM tip to lower the barrier to inversion on a Au(111) surface [32]. As with the Ag(111)
surface, the bowl up configuration is preferred on Au(111) which was confirmed with simu-
lated STM imaging. At room temperature they found the rate of switching (inversion) on
the surface to be less than 0.005 Hz. As they brought an STM tip closer to the molecule,
a critical distance was found which began influencing the rate of switching. Measurements
of the current from the STM through the molecule were used to monitor the distance from
the tip to the Buckybowl as well as its orientation. When the STM tip was at this critical
distance they found that the switching rate significantly increased to 0.3-0.5 Hz as the energy
barrier for the Buckybowl to adsorb to either the surface or STM tip was lowered.
These computational and experimental investigations provide evidence that Buckybowls
are potential candidates for gas separation systems. The sensitivity of gas molecules to Buck-
ybowls has been predicted computationally for a range of molecules and seen experimentally
with methane. Selectivity among different molecules is predicted since each gas molecule has
a different associated binding energy. Through significantly altered interaction energies due
to the orientation of the Buckybowl, recycling is a possibility as gases can be adsorbed in
the bowl up state and desorbed in the bowl down state under the right thermal conditions or
due to an external force. Maximizing these three factors is key to creating a gas separation
system which rivals the other main types. The first computational investigation in this thesis
looks into small gas adsorption on Buckybowls with the aim of showing how the selectivity
and sensitivity can be tuned by applying an external electric field. Novel interaction results
for nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are presented in addition to controlled
selectivity. Then the interaction energy for binding toxic molecules is calculated in an effort
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to propose a system for capturing harmful gases. This thesis is concluded with thoughts on
improving Buckybowls as gas separation systems through the use of functionalization and
structures tailored to specific uses.
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2.0 Theory
It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical methods
of applying quantum mechanics should be developed, which can
lead to an explanation of the main features of complex atomic
systems without too much computation.
Paul Dirac
Quantum Mechanics of Many-Electron Systems, 1929
The simplicity of performing electronic structure calculations on modern computational
hardware belies the decades of often tedious work that went towards promoting our theo-
retical understanding of the chemistry of molecules and physics of materials. Prior to the
advent of quantum mechanics, the fields of classical mechanics, electromagnetism, and their
relativistic counterparts dominated our understanding of the universe. As is often mentioned
in textbooks on the subject, this understanding was shattered by the solution to the ultra-
violet catastrophe offered by Max Plank. Rather than acting as classical objects, energy
transitions within molecules were recognized to be quantized. While this theory applied
to vibrational transitions, shortly afterwards, the Bohr model was proposed stating that
electronic transitions were also quantized [35].
This crucial insight blossomed into the fields of quantum physics and chemistry that
form the basis of our current understanding of all chemical interactions. While the theory
behind electronic wave functions was developed throughout the 1930’s, algorithms necessary
to solve the Schro¨dinger equation took many decades to refine. By 1935, Douglas Hartree had
formulated his ab intio self-consistent field theory in a manner that was directly applicable to
calculating atomic energy levels [36]. This method laid the foundation of mean-field theory
with single particle wave functions existing within a potential generated by all of the other
wave functions.
Before the advent of semiconductor-based computers, calculations using these methods
took considerable time even for atomic systems. Simplifications were required to tackle elec-
tronic structure calculations on systems larger than diatomic molecules. John Pople’s work
enabled key improvements by defining two approximate methods, complete neglect of differ-
ential overlap and intermediate neglect of differential overlap [37, 38], in addition to compu-
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tational method for efficiently calculating integrals over Gaussian basis functions [39, 40, 41]
which were both key to granting researchers the ability to investigate larger systems . By
1973 the Pople group had released Gaussian70 to the chemistry community as computer
technology started to improve [42]. Pople was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemist in 1998
alongside Walter Kohn who both made significant contributions to the computational elec-
tronic structure community. Throughout the twentieth century, the underlying theory of
quantum mechanics was harnessed through approaches which pushed the fields of chemistry
and physics into the realm of computational tractability. This chapter focuses on elucidat-
ing the frameworks available to modern computationalists that have been employed in the
research presented in the following chapters.
2.1 Density Functional Theory
The following description of density functional theory is adapted from a previous work of
the author, Density Functional Theory Study of Dilute Transition Metal Phthalocyanines [43].
In a system described by quantum mechanics, understanding both the wave function
and its energy eigenvalues is comparable to the classical mechanics description of finding the
equation of motion and determining its solution. The time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
provides a method of determining the wave function analytically for a few choices of external
potential, while most other solutions must be tackled numerically. Early numerical solutions
focused on using the Hartree-Fock method which posed the solution in the form of a Slater
determinant[44]. In the 1960’s Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham formulated density functional
theory (DFT) as a means to determine the properties of a system through the electron density
rather than the wave function[45, 46]. While it may seem trivial that the properties would
depend on the electron density, it was not clear that a knowledge of electron density was
enough information to determine any ground state property which could also be determined
by knowing the external potential. Essentially, Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham showed that
for any given external potential, there was a one-to-one mapping onto an electron density.
However, before a formulation of DFT is shown, first consider a system consisting of
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nuclear cores and electrons. The Hamiltonian for such a system is:
H =
∑
l
(−h¯2∇2l
2M
)
+
1
2
∑
l,m
l 6=m
Z2e2
|Rl −Rm| +
∑
i
(−h¯2∇2i
2m
)
+
1
2
∑
i,j
i 6=j
e2
|ri − rj| −
∑
i,l
Ze2
|ri −Rl| (2.1)
where M , Z, and R are the nuclear mass, charge, and positions. The symbols m, e, and
r refer to the equivalent electron quantities. Here the electron charge, e, is defined to be a
negative value. The first and third terms refer to the kinetic energies of the nuclear charge
and electrons. The second and fourth terms give the Coulomb interactions between the
nuclear charges and electrons, respectively. The last term gives the Coulomb interaction of
the electrons with the nuclear charges.
In this form, a solution to all but the most basic of problems would be near impossi-
ble with current computer hardware. Therefore, a few approximations can be applied to
simplify this Hamiltonian. First, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation states that in the
time scale relevant to electronic properties, the kinetic energy of the nuclear masses does
not make a large contribution to the energy. Second, due to screening of the nuclear charges
by the core electrons, the nuclear-nuclear interactions contribute relatively little. For the
purposes of notational consistency with other authors, the electron-nuclear interaction can
be approximated as the electrons interacting with an electric potential generated by all of
the nuclear charges. Therefore, Eq. 2.1 reduces to:
H =
∑
i
(−h¯2∇2i
2m
)
+
1
2
∑
i,j
i 6=j
e2
|ri − rj| −
∑
i
eVext (ri) (2.2)
Despite the application of various approximations, this is still quite a formidable problem
due to the book keeping of electron positions. If the number of degrees of freedom could
be reduced, such as through a density function, the problem would be more approachable.
Hohenberg and Kohn solved this problem through Reductio ad absurdum and the Rayleigh-
Ritz variational principle.
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To prove that each external potential maps to a unique density we will consider two
different potentials, V1(r) and V2(r) which are assumed to give rise to the same charge
density, n(r). If we can disprove this assumption then we know that two arbitrary V (r)
cannot lead to the same n(r); therefore, each V (r) has a unique density associated with
it. From the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation we know that the corresponding wave
functions, ψ1(r) and ψ2(r), are different due to the difference in V (r).
Using the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle, Hohenberg and Kohn proposed that the
energies of the two states satisfy the relation:
E2 = 〈ψ2|H2 |ψ2〉 < 〈ψ1|H2 |ψ1〉 (2.3)
which can be reformulated in terms of H1 by considering the following change:
H2 = H1 − V1(r) + V2(r) (2.4)
such that
E2 < 〈ψ1|H1 − V1(r) + V2(r) |ψ1〉 = E1 + 〈ψ1|V2(r)− V1(r) |ψ1〉 (2.5)
At this point it is useful to relate the charge density with the probability density ψ∗ψ.
We will posit the following relation:
n(r) =
∑
i
ni(r) =
∑
i
|ψi(r)|2 (2.6)
This relation allows us to rewrite Eq. 2.5 in terms of the density:
E2 < E1 +
∫
V
(V2(r)− V1(r))n(r)dr (2.7)
If the converse situation is considered we find that:
E1 < E2 −
∫
(V2(r)− V1(r))n(r)dr (2.8)
where the relation n1 (r) = n2 (r) = n (r) was applied. Through the addition of Eqs. 2.7
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and 2.8 a contradiction arises:
E1 + E2 < E2 + E1 (2.9)
Therefore, the initial assumption is incorrect and it is true that each V (r) has a uniquely
defined n (r). Now that we have shown that the potential due to the interactions with the
ions in the system corresponds to a unique charge density we can formulate Eq. 2.2 in terms
of this density.
Before this, however, it is useful to examine the Schro¨dinger equation resulting from
Eq. 2.2 and digress into Hartree-Fock theory. Due to the interactions between each of the
electrons in the Coulomb term the solution for the eigenstates is not straight forward and
presents a considerable obstacle. Prior to the formulation of DFT the Hartree-Fock method
was relied upon to generate solutions to a mean field version of the many-body Hamiltonian.
This method defines a self-consistent procedure where the ground state of a system is found
variationally.
The non-interacting wave function that the Hartree approximation leads to is a misnomer.
In fact the electrons are interacting, it is only the dynamics of the system which is not
captured in the calculation of the wave function for the single electron. The direct Coulomb
interactions are replaced by a potential of the form shown in Eq. 2.10. This is equivalent to
calculating the potential due to all of the other electrons, j, in the system and calculating the
wave function of the electron at i. In reality the electrons of a system are all adjusting due
to interactions with all of the other electrons, but this method utilizes the non-interacting
approach by fixing all electrons except for a single electron solution.
Vi (ri) =
∑
j 6=i
e2 |ψj (ri)|2
ri − rj drj (2.10)
Within the Hartree approximation the Schro¨dinger equation is resolved into a set of N
single electron equations where N is the total number of electrons in the system. The total
wave function is then found through the product state of all of the single electron wave
functions. The self-consistent cycle to find the ground state solution is composed of the
following steps:
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1. Guess an initial wave function.
2. Compute Hartree potential
3. Solve the set of single electron equations
4. Populate occupied orbitals according to Aufbau and Hund’s rules
5. Find the total wave function and calculate the energy.
6. Compare energies generated from initial guess and result. If energy difference is within
tolerance then the ground state has been found. Otherwise, update the wave function
and repeat the process.
In a sense, the requirement that the solution must be found self-consistently is a method of
manually updating the non-interacting potential in place of the real, interacting picture.
An additional constraint is placed on the wave functions generated from this method by
forcing all solutions to obey the Pauli exclusion principle. To reproduce the antisymmetric
solutions Slater determinants are utilized where the elements are the single electron wave
functions. As an example, a two electron system, such as H2, the well known solution is:
Ψ (r1, r2) =
1√
2
(ψA (r1)ψB (r2)− ψB (r1)ψA (r2)) (2.11)
where r accounts for both the spatial and spin variables. This can be written as a Slater
determinant:
Ψ (r1, r2) =
1√
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ψA (r1) ψA (r2)ψB (r1) ψB (r2)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.12)
The Hartree-Fock method is still in use today to understand the properties of atoms
and molecules. Despite the power of such a method it still has a severe draw back when
calculating electron-electron interaction. This failing is largely attributed to the absence of
correlation effects in the Hartree Hamiltonian. DFT enters the picture again with its unique
method of solving this shortcoming.
Following the groundbreaking work of Hohenberg and Kohn on the uniqueness of the
charge density and form of the exchange-correlation functional, Kohn and Sham proposed
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the following equation (aptly named the Kohn-Sham equation)[46]:
[−h¯2∇2i
2m
− eVext (r) +
∫
ni (r
′)
|r − r′|dr
′ + Vxc[ni] (r)
]
ψi (r) = Eiψi (r) (2.13)
which is a single-particle equation similar to the Hartree equation with the added Vxc[n] (r)
exchange-correlation potential term which is a functional of the electron density and encapsu-
lates all effects which are not accounted for in the other terms. Note that in the Hartree-Fock
formalism the exchange is treated explicitly while correlation effects are neglected. It should
also be noted that the kinetic term is the non-interacting kinetic term where the unknown
interacting term is moved to Vxc. In theory, this should produce an exact solution of the
system given that the correct form of Vxc is known. However, this is not the case in practice
as the exchange-correlation is approximated.
As shown by Hohenberg and Kohn through a variational technique, the energy for a
system represented by the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.13 is given by the expression [45, 46, 47]:
E[n] = T [n] +
∫
Vext (r)n (r) dr +
1
2
∫
dr
∫
dr′
n (r′)n (r)
|r − r′| + Exc[n] (2.14)
where [n] denotes a quantity which is a functional of the density function, Vext is the system
dependent potential due to the ionic positions, and Exc is the exchange correlation energy
functional which incorporates all of the information not contained in the non-interacting
scheme. The Exc is used to define Vxc from Eq. 2.13 as shown in Eq. 2.15
Vxc =
δExc[n] (r)
δn (r)
(2.15)
which states that Vxc can be determined if we know the form of the variation of Exc with
respect to the density. If Exc were known, we could use Eqs. 2.14 and 2.13 to solve for
the Kohn-Sham eigenstates and eigenvalues of any system exactly. However, as previously
stated, this is not the case as models and approximations are used to define Exc.
Despite the limitation posed by a lack of knowledge of the form of Exc Eqs. 2.14, 2.13,
and 2.6 define a set of equations which can be solved self-consistently similarly to the Hartree-
Fock method. The difference is that an extra step is added to calculate the density from
eigenfunctions of the Kohn-Sham equations. By minimizing the energy of the system with
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respect to the density, a ground state density can be achieved within the limits of the chosen
Exc functional.
2.2 Energy Decomposition Analysis
While understanding the electronic structure of single molecules provides insight into
electronic transitions, many of the phenomena that we observe in nature are the results of
interactions between molecules. These interactions can take many forms such as electrostatic
which concerns the classical interactions between electronic orbitals and protons, or have a
quantum nature such as Pauli repulsion or dispersion interactions between electrons. The
most basic type of calculation to understand interactions is the supermolecular calculation.
The interaction energy derived from this procedure for two interacting molecules follows
from three separate calculations: One calculation for each molecule in vacuum and a third
of the total system. The interaction energy, Eint, is then computed as,
Eint = Etotal − (E1 + E2) (2.16)
where Etotal corresponds to the energy of the total system while E1 and E2 are the separate
energy calculations. Note that more negative values of Eint yield stronger binding. In general,
interactions do not have to be confined to those between two molecules. The interaction
energy between groups of molecules can be computed in the same way. To standardize the
nomenclature between these scenarios, I will use the term fragment to refer a group of atoms
of which the user wishes to understand the interaction. For example, in the case of two
interacting molecules, there are two fragments.
When performing calculations using a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) as
the basis, the finiteness of the basis set introduces its own form of error. Known as basis set
superposition error (BSSE), this error stems from the utilization of basis functions between
fragments in the complex system. Suppose the interaction energy is computed according
to Eq. 2.16 above using a LCAO basis. For a two-fragment system, three energies are
computed: The energy of the complex and the energies of the isolated fragments. During
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the SCF calculation of the complex, basis functions from one fragment can use the basis
functions located on the other fragment to minimize the energy. This results in a situation
where the basis functions on each fragment in the complex are effectively larger than their
isolated counterparts. Therefore, a strict subtraction of the energies is not a one-to-one
comparison. BSSE can be accounted for using a counterpoise correction as suggested by
Boys and Bernardi[48]. By calculating the energy of a fragment in the basis of the complex,
E1,cmplx, the error introduced by BSSE is,
EBSSE = E1,cmplx − E1 (2.17)
which must be calculated for each fragment. Subtracting this quantity from Eq. 2.16 yields
the counterpoise corrected interaction energy.
Total interaction energies are composed of several components which makes it necessary
to define a formalism that allows a researcher to break down the contributions to the inter-
action energy. One such method is that proposed by Kitaura and Morokuma in 1976 (KM
method) [49]. Their strategy for decomposition revolved around the use of single fragment
molecular orbitals (MOs) to partition the total MO space. Consider the Hamiltonian for an
interacting system,
H = HA +HB +HAB (2.18)
where A and B are fragments and AB represents the total system. Now, suppose that as the
basis for the total system (furthermore, referred to as the complex ), ψ, we use the fragment
MOs,
ψi =
∑
k
CikφA,k +
∑
µ
CiµφB,µ (2.19)
where the φ are orbitals in the fragments. Using this basis, the unperturbed energy would
be,
E0 = 〈A0|HA |A0〉+ 〈B0|BA |B0〉 (2.20)
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where |A0〉 and |B0〉 represent the orbitals in the fragment basis. The Hartree-Fock method
can then be employed to calculate the complex MOs subject to constraints which define
each component of the interaction energy. The KM method breaks this down into the
electrostatic, polarization, exchange, and charge transfer interactions. Electrostatic terms
consist of the occupied orbitals which interact among themselves. Polarization is defined as
the interaction present from mixing between the occupied and vacant orbitals on a single
fragment. Exchange is the interaction between the occupied orbitals of the fragments from
exchanging electrons. Charge transfer is the relaxation of orbitals between fragments and is
composed of the occupied orbitals from one fragment interacting with the vacant orbitals of
the other fragment. Despite its wide applicability, the KM method suffers from numerical
instabilities and interpretation problems.
With a wide range of energy decomposition methods (EDA methods) to choose from,
the following will present two important modern methods. The first, symmetry adapted
perturbation theory (SAPT) was one the first EDA methods to be developed and, as the
name suggests, is derived from applying perturbation theory to the interaction. Then the
absolutely localized molecular orbital (ALMO) method is briefly described. Note that these
two methods represent fundamentally different approaches to the same problem. Whereas
SAPT requires a perturbative treatment assuming that the interaction energy is a small
contribution to the total energy, ALMO focuses on a variational treatment where orbitals
are optimized by applying component driven constraints and minimizing the energy.
2.2.1 Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory
Symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) is a method used to separate out the
contributions to the interaction energy, Eint, between interacting fragments using perturba-
tion theory. Similar to the KM method described above, first and second order components
broadly take the form of the electrostatic, exchange, induction, and dispersion contributions.
The basis behind this theory has a long history rooted in applying the Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger
perturbation theory (RSPT) method to understanding interactions which have an energy
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scale much smaller than the energies of either fragments,
Eint  EA + EB (2.21)
where we are will consider a system of two fragments, A and B.
Intuitively, as two fragments are brought together from an infinite distance, the orbitals
begin to have stronger interactions. These interactions manifest in altered orbital distri-
butions which is known as polarization. This led to the precursor to SAPT - polarization
theory. Following the description of Jeziorski et al. [50], polarization theory begins with the
simple RSPT assumption of the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation,
(H0 + λV ) |ΨAB〉 = EAB |ΨAB〉 (2.22)
where H0 is the fragment Hamiltonian H0 = HA+HA, λ is the perturbation parameter, V is
the perturbative operator, ΨAB is the wave function of the complex, and EAB is the energy
of the complex. Here, complex refers to the total system including all interactions. As a
simple test, we see that when λ = 0 the equation reverts to the sum of the contributions
from each fragment separately,
EAB(λ = 0) = EA + EB = E0
ΨAB(λ = 0) = ΨAΨB = Ψ0
Note here we are defining the zeroth order parameters E0 and Ψ0.
Defining the interaction energy, Eint, as,
Eint = EAB − E0 (2.23)
we can expand the complex wave function and interaction,
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ΨAB(λ) =
∞∑
n=0
λnΨ
(n)
pol (2.24)
Eint =
∞∑
n=1
λnE
(n)
pol (2.25)
where we have defined the polarization components to be the higher order terms which are
affected by the interaction between the fragments. Note that while ΨAB(λ) includes all
expansion terms, the interaction energy starts at n = 1 since n = 0 is explicitly removed
from the definition.
An expression for the interaction energy in terms of the complex wave functions can be
derived by computing the energy terms of Eq. 2.22,
〈Ψ0| (H0 + λV ) |ΨAB〉 = EAB 〈Ψ0| |ΨAB〉
=⇒ E0 〈Ψ0| |ΨAB〉+ 〈Ψ0|λV |ΨAB〉 = EAB 〈Ψ0| |ΨAB〉
=⇒ E0 + 〈Ψ0|λV |ΨAB〉 = EAB (2.26)
where we have defined the phase relation,
〈Ψ0|ΨAB〉 = 1 (2.27)
Therefore, the interaction energy can also be written as,
Eint = 〈Ψ0|λV |ΨAB〉 (2.28)
Substitution the polarization relations into Eq. 2.28 yields,
∞∑
n=1
λnE
(n)
pol = 〈Ψ0|λV
( ∞∑
n=0
λn
∣∣∣Ψ(n)pol〉
)
(2.29)
and collecting similar terms in λ we can determine the polarization energy at an arbitrary
order,
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E
(1)
pol = 〈Ψ0|V |Ψ0〉
E
(2)
pol = 〈Ψ0|V |Ψ(1)pol〉
...
E
(n)
pol = 〈Ψ0|V |Ψ(n−1)pol 〉
where the relation Ψ0 = Ψ
(0)
pol was used. While this expression is analytically correct, in
practice the higher order terms could not be computed without the corresponding polariza-
tion wave functions. Hirschfelder et al. provide a solution to this problem in the form of a
recurrence relation [51],
Ψ
(n)
pol = −Rˆ0VΨn−1pol +
n−1∑
k=1
E
(k)
pol Rˆ0Ψ
(n−k)
pol (2.30)
where the resolvent operator, Rˆ0, is defined as,
Rˆ0 =
∑
m 6=0
|Ψm〉 〈Ψm|
Em − E0 (2.31)
where the sum is over excitations of the ground state Ψ0.
These relations now allow us to investigate the contributions of the various corrections
to the interaction energy. Let’s consider corrections up to second order,
Eint ≈ E(1)pol + E(2)pol (2.32)
As stated above, the first-order correction can be written as,
E
(1)
pol = 〈Ψ0|V |Ψ0〉 (2.33)
which can be explicitly written in terms of the charge densities of the fragments by noting
that V is the Coulomb operator acting between fragments,
E
(1)
pol =
∫ ∫
dr1dr2ρA(r1)
1
r12
ρB(r2) (2.34)
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where the integrals are over all of real space, ρA is the charge density on fragment A, and
r12 = |r1−r2|. Note that this expression includes nuclear contributions to the charge density
such that,
ρ(r) =
∑
α
Zαδ(r −Rα)− ρ′(r) (2.35)
where the sum is over all nuclei belonging to the fragment, Z is the atomic number of the
atom, R is the position of the nuclei, and ρ′(r) is the electronic contribution to the charge
density. Therefore, based on classical physics, we see that the first-order contribution derives
from the electrostatic interactions between the fragments.
At second order we find,
E
(2)
pol = 〈Ψ0|V
∣∣∣Ψ(1)pol〉 = 〈Ψ0|(−Rˆ0V ∣∣∣Ψ(0)pol〉)
= −〈Ψ0|V Rˆ0V |Ψ0〉 = −
∑
m6=0
| 〈Ψ0|V |Ψm〉 |2
Em − E0
where it is important to note that the sum run over excited states. Traditionally, this terms
is partitioned into two parts. Since the interaction is regarded as a small contribution to
the complex energy, the orbitals also remain roughly similar to the unperturbed orbitals.
With this understanding, an excited orbital can be stated in a couple of different ways.
First, one form of excitation is to excite an electron on a single fragment which leaving
the orbitals on the other fragment in the initial state. This type of interaction is known
as the induction energy because it describes how the occupied orbitals from one fragment
cause excitations on the other fragment. The second form of excitation is to consider excited
states located on both fragments. This quantum effect describes the correlated nature of the
instantaneous motion of the electrons. Instantaneous multipole moments are generated and
cause an attractive force between fragments known as dispersion.
From second-order polarization theory we have derived three quantities: electrostatics,
induction, and dispersion which contribute to the interaction energy between fragments.
However, one serious failing of this method is its treatment of the fermionic nature of the
wave functions. With standard RSPT the antisymmetric nature of the orbitals cannot be
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represented leading to an inaccurate description of the exchange interaction between elec-
trons. This problem is solved with the use of weak symmetry forcing which directly includes
an antisymmeterization operator (Asymm) in the calculation of the interaction energy,
Eint =
〈Ψ0|VA |ΨAB〉
〈Ψ0| A |ΨAB〉 (2.36)
where the Asymm operator, A, has been added to include only those components of the
wave function which contribute to its fermionic nature. Note that the same perturbation
treatment from polarization theory is applied with the added ingredient of A in the energy
expansion. This ultimately leads to exchange terms to be generated when calculating the
different orders of the interaction energy,
E
(1)
pol = EES + EEx
E
(2)
pol = EInd + EInd−Ex + EDisp + EDisp−Ex
where EES is the electrostatic energy, EInd is the induction component, and EDisp represents
the dispersion term. When discussing the components of SAPT EDA, the exchange terms
are typically included with their respective components except for the electrostatics. For
example, the induction component is composed of both EInd and EInd−Ex.
While SAPT is typically lauded as the gold standard of energy decomposition, in prac-
tice the calculations can take a significant amount of resources to perform. Historically,
calculations proceeded in two steps with Hartree-Fock describing the zeroth order terms and
more accurate methods such as MPn or coupled cluster to describe correlation. Density
functional theory can be employed with the SAPT formalism in a method known as SAPT-
DFT, but several drawbacks are also present here. Most notably is the inability of DFT to
accurately describe dispersion interactions which are corrected by including time consuming
time dependent DFT calculations to compute excitations. In addition to the high cost of
calculation, SAPT is fundamentally unable to handle strongly interacting systems due to
the nature of perturbation theory unless multiconfiguration methods are employed. Beyond
SAPT, other methods have been developed to increase computational efficiency or introduce
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more interpretable energy contributions or strong interactions. One such method is based
on localizing molecular orbitals to fragments and will be discussed in the following section.
2.2.2 Absolutely Localized Molecular Orbitals
The absolutely localized molecular orbital (ALMO) method shares many features with
the KM method as described above [52]. Most notably, contributions to the interaction
energy are derived from restrictions placed on the atomic orbital (AO) to molecular orbital
(MO) transition. Rather than define all of the terms in one step though, the ALMO method
employs a series of self-consistent steps to build up the components of the interaction. Before
explaining each of these steps it is important to note that the framework of the self-consistent
field (SCF) optimization is fundamentally different than a normal SCF method. ALMO em-
ploys the self-consistent field - molecule interaction (SCFMI) formalism in order to generate
properly antisymmetrized wave functions from fragment contributions. If the reader is in-
terested in understanding what this entails, it is suggested to look at the work of Gianinetti
et al. [53] and Nagata et al. [54] for more information.
ALMO separates the interaction energy components into the frozen, polarization, and
charge transfer contributions. Technically, geometric distortions should be included within
the interaction energy, but for the current purposes this will be assumed to be negligible
because it can be calculated simply from the change in energy between the isolated fragment
and complex structures. The first component, the frozen energy, is defined as the energy
due to the fragments interacting without any optimization of the orbitals,
EFrozen = E(Ψ0)−
∑
x
E(Ψx) (2.37)
where Ψ0 represents the complex orbitals where no relaxation of the orbitals has taken
place, the sum is over all of the fragments in the complex, and Ψx is the fully optimized
wave function for each isolated fragment. An intuitive picture of this type of interaction is
that this is the energy that results simply from moving the fragments close to each other
from infinitely far away.
The next step encompasses the polarization component. Now that the fragments are
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placed into their positions in the complex, the orbitals can be relaxed with the restriction that
no charge transfer is allowed. This means that the MO coefficient matrix is block diagonal
such that orbitals from one fragment cannot utilize the orbitals on another fragment. The
polarization contribution can be expressed as,
EPol = E(ΨSCFMI)− E(Ψ0) (2.38)
where the SCFMI procedure is employed for the constrained orbital optimization. It is
important to note that the polarization energy defined here is not the same as from the
polarization method as described in the section on SAPT. While they are conceptually
similar, SAPT polarization is defined as an alteration to the MOs of one fragment due to
other MOs on the same fragment in addition to the the MOs of another fragment regardless
of the contribution. ALMO, on the other hand, considers this term to be a component
defined by changes to the MOs on one fragment due to MOs on another.
Finally, charge transfer can be computed as the difference between the polarization energy
and full SCF optimization,
ECT = E(Ψ)− E(ΨSCFMI) (2.39)
where Ψ is the full, optimized wave function for the complex. With the intuitive under-
standing of orbitals existing on various fragments, atomic basis functions are best suited
for ALMO. However, as is known for calculating interaction energies, basis set superposi-
tion error is encountered when the orbitals from one fragment utilize the orbitals on other
fragments during the complex calculation. Essentially this means that the effective basis
sets for the complex are different than was used in the single fragment calculations and the
energies are not comparable without some correction. To alleviate this problem in ALMO,
the counter-poise correction is made during the charge transfer step since it includes the full
SCF calculation.
In the preceding section I have attempted to give a general overview of two of the most
important methods utilized by the energy decomposition community. SAPT is typically
considered the gold-standard for calculating interaction energies, but it suffers from high
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computational cost. ALMO attempts to alleviate some of these problems by utilizing Kohn-
Sham orbitals and partitioning the energy into a few interpretable components. However,
there are still drawbacks to using ALMO such as ambiguous terms resulting from overlap
of basis sets between fragments, breaking down the frozen energy into more meaningful
contributions, as well as the limitations of density functional theory on which the method
is based. Many of these problems have been recently addressed in a more advanced ALMO
method presented by Paul Horn and coworkers [55] which is utilized in the calculations
performed in the following chapters.
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3.0 Small Gas Molecule Adsorption on Buckybowls
We shall presume that this type of force, which is not conditioned
by the existence of a permanent dipole or any higher multipoles,
will be responsible for the Van der Waals attraction of the rare
gases and also of the simple molecules H2, N2, etc. For reasons
which will be explained presently these forces are called the
dispersion effect.
Fritz London
The General Theory of Molecular Forces, 1936
The following work is part of a manuscript to be submitted. I would like to thank Dr.
Keith Werling for his helpful contributions with constrained geometry optimizations. All
other work is my own.
Concentrations of carbon dioxide and methane in the atmosphere have increased 20.2%
and 12.9%, respectively, since recording began in the early 1980’s by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. [56, 57] These two molecules, produced primarily as a
byproduct of burning fossil fuels, natural processes, and livestock [58], have been identified
as significant green houses gases due to their ability to absorb and re-emit infrared radiation
from the surface back towards Earth. Similarly, nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) are produced from burning fossil fuels, are toxic to humans, and contribute to chemical
processes which create ozone. [58, 59] Areas of heavy industry or transportation congestion
are impacted by the smog produced from NO, NO2, and O3 causing increased occurrence
of respiratory illness. [60] While CH4, CO2, NO, and NO2 are necessary components of a
healthy atmosphere, the regulation of these gases is critical to reducing their adverse impacts
when present in excessive quantities.
Various technologies have been developed for separating gases such as membrane fil-
tration [61, 62, 63], cryogenic distillation [63], absorption [63, 64], and adsorption [63, 65].
Recent advances in adsorption technologies show potential for tuning selectivity based on
surface chemistry. [65] For instance, Guo et al. investigated the use of electric fields to tune
the adsorption properties of several gas molecules on a h-BN surface and showed that the
strength of the field can be used to induce stronger binding in a reversible interaction with
CO2. [66] Carbon-based capture technologies have also been used for gas capture in the form
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of carbon nanotubes [67, 68, 69, 70] and doped graphene sheets [71, 72, 73, 74]. Recently,
investigations into gas adsorption have been performed on Buckybowls which are molecules
derived from the bowls of a Buckyball using a planar cut. [75, 31, 34, 76, 77, 33] Due to the
structure of the Buckybowls, they offer a promising mechanism for both gas capture and
release by controlling the depth of the bowl via an external electric field.
This study investigates the ability of coronene, corannulene, and sumanene to act as
a capture and release molecule with respect to the atmospheric gases listed previously. In
particular, this work quantifies the adsorption interactions of CH4, CO2, NO, and NO2 under
an applied electric field. The bowls undergo structural deformation that causes the depth to
change due to the electric field. This change in bowl depth alters the adsorption properties
such that the selectivity can be tuned for specific gases. Electric fields between -20 and +20
V/nm are applied and the adsorbate-adsorbent interaction is studied through an energy
decomposition analysis (EDA).
This paper is outlined as follows: The computational approach of calculating the interac-
tion energies (Eint), energy decomposition, and molecular dynamics are explained. Findings
are then presented in the Results and Discussion section which is split into two parts. First,
the zero field interactions are explained followed by the EDA with an applied electric field
for all cases. The conclusion summarizes the findings and gives insight into further avenues
of exploration for Buckybowls.
3.1 Computational Approach
The quantum chemistry package QChem [78] was employed to explore the non-covalent
adsorbent-adsorbate interactions under the influence of an electric field. Adsorbates were
paired with each adsorbent in configurations including both the bowl up (BU) and bowl down
(BD) states. This resulted in twenty systems total due to the planar symmetry of coronene.
Each systems was optimized at the ωB97X-D/pc-1 level of theory. Electric fields from -20
to +20 V/nm were chosen at 0.2 V/nm increments. To simulate the effect of the adsorbent
attached to a surface, rotations were projected out of the Hessian during optimization under
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the influence of an electric field. This fixed the field to be parallel to the bowl inversion
direction.
Optimized structures were then used to calculate the energy decomposition analysis
(EDA) using an absolutely localized molecular orbital approach at the ωB97M-V/pc-2 level
of theory. It is important to note that the choice of functional was influenced by the ωB97
series’ ability to adequately describe non-covalent interactions. Furthermore, ωB97M-V is
a range-separated non-local functional which is of the type required for the specific EDA
method used in this study along with Hartee-Fock chosen as the dispersionless functional
used in calculating the dispersion and Pauli repulsion. The polarization consistent basis
sets were chosen for their clear path to improve accuracy and performance in non-covalent
systems when paired with the ωB97 functionals.
Bowl depths are computed for all structures as the vertical distance between carbons in
the central ring and those in the outermost ring. As the bowl depth changes so too does
the interaction between the adsorbent and adsorbate. The density overlap region indicator
(DORI) was chosen as as method to visualize the interaction as it elucidates regions of
non-covalent interactions through changes in the electron density [79]. The total DORI
interaction is computed by taking the integral over all space of the DORI densities with a
value of 0.5 or greater.
3.2 Results and Discussion
An ideal gas capture device displays high sensitivity and selectivity towards a particular
adsorbate. In the cases studied here, these qualities are encapsulated in the interaction energy
between a Buckybowl and gas molecule. Sensitivity is governed by the strength of Eint while
differences between the energies yield selectivity. An external electric field is applied to the
system to alter the binding properties on the Buckybowls which in turn causes the values
of Eint to change. Each adsorbate interacts with the Buckybowls differently resulting in
ordering changes between the interaction energies. These differences are explored using the
EDA method mentioned previously.
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3.2.1 Adsorbate Orientations at Zero Field
While the structures of CH4 and CO2 binding to Buckybowls have been reported previ-
ously [33, 34], the results for NO and NO2 are novel which are shown in Figure 3. The profile
and top-down views are provided for each configuration. Starting with coronene there are a
few features that are worth noting. Methane binds to the surface with three hydrogen atoms
directed downward while the central carbon atom is located above one of the carbons located
along the central ring of coronene. CO2 is orientated horizontally with the oxygen atoms
positioned above the central ring and one of the outer rings. Similar to CO2, both NO and
NO2 are also oriented horizontally. The energetic minimum for NO straddles a C-C bond
which forms the boundary between the central and outer rings with the oxygen atom closer
to the center of coronene. NO2 follows suit with its oxygen atoms located above a central
and outer ring. The nitrogen atom straddles the C-C bond located between the rings.
The structures with corannulene are complicated by the addition of two systems for each
adsorbate due to the bowl orientation. The most noticeable aspect of the geometries is that
the adsorbates orient themselves so as to follow the contour of the bowl. The linear molecules
CO2 and NO illustrate this phenomenon the best. For both the BU and BD cases, CO2 is
oriented at an angle over the side of the bowl. In the BD case the carbon atom sits above
the center of an outer ring with the oxygen atoms pointing outward radially. The BU case
is slight different with the carbon atom positioned above a central carbon atom. The CH4
molecule’s orientation also conforms to the shape of the bowl. In the BD state methane is
located above an outer ring and angled such that the three hydrogen atoms pointing towards
the bowl are at the angle of the bowl. The BU case simply has the methane molecule located
directly over the central ring. NO is similar to CO2 is that the angle radially follows the
contour of the bowl. In the BD configuration, NO is located over an out ring with the
nitrogen atom positioned directly above the space with the oxygen atom pointing radially
outward. The BU configuration is similar except the adsorbate is located over the central
ring with the nitrogen atom at the center. Finally, NO2 is particularly interesting because
of its orientation. In the BD state, the oxygen atoms are pointing towards the bowl and
are positioned over two C-C bonds at the walls of the rings. The oxygen atoms are pointed
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away from the bowl in the BU state with the nitrogen atom placed over a C-C bond in the
central ring wall.
Some structures of the sumanene systems are quite similar to corannulene with a couple
significant exceptions. First, a minor difference in methane occurs in the BD case where
the CH4 is located above the central ring as opposed to an outer ring. The positioning of
CO2 and NO is nearly identical to the corannulene cases and needs further description. The
orientation of NO2 however, shows a clear difference. In the BD configuration the oxygen
atoms point away from the bowl instead of towards it as in the corannulene case. The BU
state for this system is similar to what is found in corannulene.
3.2.2 Trends in Binding Energies Between Adsorbates and Buckybowls
Similar to previous studies, adsorption to Buckybowls was found to be stronger in the
BU configuration for all adsorbates as shown in Table 1. [33, 34]. In general, the interaction
energies for S(BU) are the largest followed by C(BU) (about 2-3 times larger than the
BD configurations) and then coronene. Interestingly, CH4 and CO2 binding to S(BD) are
stronger than C(BD), but this trend is reversed for NO and NO2. Note that the interaction
energies for NO and NO2 on coronene are calculated using supermolecular energies with
couterpoise correction in contrast to the other values which are calculated with the EDA2
method.
3.2.3 Binding Energy Trends Within Applied Electric Fields
3.2.3.1 Sumanene At zero field in the sumanene BD configuration, CO2 has the strongest
interaction energy followed by NO2 and NO which are nearly the same, and CH4 with the
weakest binding as shown in Figure 4. As a positive electric field is applied, CO2 remains
the most strongly bound until 6 V/nm where the interaction energy of NO2 becomes com-
parable. The interaction energy of these two adsorbates initially weakens and then begins
to strengthen around 6 V/nm. CH4 becomes more strongly bound as a positive electric field
is applied while NO only becomes weaker. A crossover between CH4 and NO occurs around
6 V/nm as NO becomes the most weakly bound adsorbate. This behavior suggests that
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CH4
CO2
Coronene
NO
NO2
Corannulene
Sumanene
CH4 CO2 NO
NO2
CH4 CO2 NO
NO2
Figure 3: Optimized geometries and binding energies for all adsorbates on coronene (R),
corannulene (C), and sumanene (S). Results are calculated using ωB97X-D/pc-1//ωB97M-
V/pc-2 level with energy decomposition analysis including counterpoise corrections. Blue
indicates nitrogen while red is oxygen.
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Molecule CH4 CO2 NO2 NO
Sumanene (BU) -5.56 -6.11 -6.04 -4.34
Sumanene (BD) -1.82 -3.29 -2.33 -1.40
Corannulene (BU) -4.82 -4.77 -5.19 -3.93
Corannulene (BD) -1.73 -2.96 -2.35 -2.08
Coronene -2.95 -3.71 -3.43a) -2.38a)
Table 1: Interaction energies in kcal/mol at the ωB97M-V/pc-2 level of theory within the
EDA2 approach. a) The EDA2 method for NO and NO2 on coronene failed to converge.
Therefore supermolecular interaction energies as obtained at the ωB97M-V/pc-2 level of
theory with BSSE corrections are presented.
positive electric field can be used to adjust the selectivity of sumanene since the ordering
of the binding strength changes. On the other hand, binding becomes stronger across all
adsorbates when a negative field is applied. The ordering from zero field is preserved until
-8 V/nm when NO becomes the most
The ordering of the strength of the binding at zero field in the BU orientation is NO <
CH4 < NO2 < CO2 with NO2 and CO2 having comparable binding strengths. NO is the most
weakly bound adsorbate and remains so until 14 V/nm on the positive side and -16 V/nm
with a negative field. It is remarkable to note that over the range of -12 to 16 V/nm the
total interaction energy of NO remains almost constant in contrast to the behavior exhibited
by other adsorbates.
CH4 displays a nearly linear relationship between the applied field and interaction energy.
At negative fields, the binding becomes stronger by 2.71 kcal/mol while weakening by 2.05
kcal/mol with a positive field. CO2 follows similar behavior with smaller changes in inter-
action energy for positive fields. NO2 changes the most dramatically with a 2.93 kcal/mol
decrease in binding strength with positive applied fields and a 3.31 kcal/mol increase in
strength with a negative applied field.
Due to the change in interaction energy of NO2, the ordering of the binding strengths
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BD BU
Sumanene
Figure 4: Interactions energies of adsorbates on sumanene as a function of electric field.
Bowl down (BD) orientation is shown on the left and bowl up (BU) on the right.
change as the field changes. At positive fields NO2 becomes more weakly bound than CH4
so the ordering changes to NO < NO2 < CH4 < CO2. With negative applied fields, NO2
becomes the most strongly bound at -2 V/nm and the ordering changes to NO < CH4 <
CO2 < NO2.
3.2.3.2 Corannulene At zero field in the corannulene BD configuration, the ordering
of binding strengths is CH4 < NO < NO2 < CO2 which is shown in Figure 5. With positive
applied fields, the interaction energies of NO2 stay nearly the same with small variations.
Similarly, the binding of CH4 remains nearly constant and becoming slightly more strongly
bound at 14 V/nm. NO2 becomes slightly more strongly bound as positive fields are applied
while the binding of CO2 initially weakens and then becomes slightly stronger. The ordering
at positive fields changes to NO < CH4 < CO2 < NO2 at 10 V/nm but the differences in
interaction energy are small between NO and CH4 (0.25 kcal/mol) as well as CO2 and NO2
(0.02 kcal/mol). More dramatic changes in interaction energy occur at negative fields where
the binding strength increases for each adsorbate. An ordering change occurs at -8 V/nm
where NO2 becomes more strongly bound than CO2 (CH4 < NO < CO2 < NO2).
In general for the BU systems, interaction strengths become slightly weaker with positive
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BD BU
Corannulene
Figure 5: Interactions energies of adsorbates on corannulene as a function of electric field.
Bowl down (BD) orientation is shown on the left and bowl up (BU) on the right.
fields while becoming stronger at negative fields. Both NO and CO2 exhibit only slight
changes in interaction energy at positive fields with NO2 changing the most dramatically.
The ordering at zero field (NO < CO2 < CH4 < NO2) is not preserved as it changes to NO
< CH4 < CO2 < NO2 at 2 V/nm, NO < CH4 ≈ NO2 < CO2 at 4 V/nm, and then to NO2
< NO < CH4 < CO2 at 6 V/nm. NO2 changes from being the most strongly bound to the
weakest over the course of a 6 V/nm change indicating that the selectivity of NO2 can be
altered using an applied electric field. At negative electric fields a change in the ordering
occurs at -6 V/nm (NO < CH4 < CO2 < NO2) where CO2 becomes more strongly bound
than CH4.
3.2.3.3 Coronene Similarly to the BU cases with the Buckybowls, NO has the weakest
interaction energy initially for coronene as shown in Figure 6. This trend is preserved at
positive fields while a switch in the ordering occurs at -10 V/nm where CH4 becomes a
weaker binding molecule. The binding energy of NO2 becomes nearly equivalent to CH4 at
positive fields and shows the same behavior of the binding becoming slightly stronger. At
negative fields, NO2 begins to strongly bind and becomes the strongest at -8 V/nm until it
dissociates after -10 V/nm. Overall, the interactions energies either do not change (NO) or
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Coronene
Figure 6: Interactions energies of adsorbates on coronene as a function of electric field. Bowl
down (BD) orientation is shown on the left and bowl up (BU) on the right.
become slightly more bound with positive fields where the coronene molecule begins to bend
in the BU orientation. Negative fields induce a more precipitous change in the interaction
energy as the molecule bends away from the adsorbate in a BD orientation.
3.2.4 Energy Decomposition Analysis
To elucidate the binding mechanism between the adsorbates and the different molecules,
we performed energy decomposition analysis. Intuitively, there are two main modes of non-
covalent interactions with Buckybowls: electrostatics and dispersion. Buckybowls possess
dipole moment due to the anisotropic distribution of electron density along the bowl axis.
Compared to the planar coronene, excess electron density is found of the outer edge of the
bowl creating an electric dipole moment oriented from the bottom of the bowl pointing
towards the open end. Being composed of sections of Buckyballs, Buckybowls possess nu-
merous aromatic carbon rings which contribute to dispersion interactions. The curvature of
the bowls leads to increased interactions with the conjugated pi-orbitals inside of the bowl
compared to the outside.
Hussain et al. examined non-covalent interactions in coronene, corannulene, and sumanene
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with CH4 and CO2 adsorbates. [33] They performed an LMO energy decomposition analy-
sis of the interaction energy and found that the interactions were largely influenced by the
attractive dispersion force and Pauli repulsion. The magnitudes of these components varied
between the bowl up (BU) and bowl down (BD) orientations such that the interactions in
the BU case were generally stronger in agreement with the results reported in the previous
section.
3.2.4.1 Sumanene As previously mentioned, Figure 4 indicated that an external electric
field alters the interaction energy of the systems such that the ordering of strengths is
changed. NO and NO2 display clear ordering changes for both the BD and BU cases. In
the BD system, positive fields cause the binding of the two adsorbates to behave differently.
While the interaction strength of NO decreases, NO2 shows an increase in strength. Figure 7
presents the EDA for all of the systems to help elucidate the cause for this difference. First,
at zero field, the binding between the two adsorbates arises from two different mechanisms.
While NO is charge transfer bound, the interaction with NO2 is largely driven by the frozen
interaction terms with small contributions from polarization and charge transfer. As the
field strength is increased the frozen contribution of NO becomes weaker until it begins to
be repulsive. Coupled with only a slight increase in the charge transfer component, the total
interaction energy becomes weaker. On the other hand, both the frozen and charge transfer
components contribute to a stronger interaction with NO2 as the field strength is increased.
At negative fields both NO and NO2 show stronger interaction strengths, with NO2 being
stronger until it desorbs after -8 V/nm.
The binding of methane in the BD configuration is largely driven by frozen interactions
for small field strengths. While the interaction energy becomes stronger as the strength of
the field increases, different mechanisms begin to dominate between positive and negative
fields. At negative fields the frozen component remains dominant while at positive fields
charge transfer becomes stronger and contributes significantly to the interaction energy by
20 V/nm. Negative fields drive the interaction energy to become stronger for CO2 in the BD
orientation. At first, this is driven by an increasing contribution from the frozen component
but charge transfer and polarization begin to take over by -16 V/nm. At positive fields the
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interaction energy stay roughly similar until about 14 V/nm where the interaction strength
grows due to the frozen contribution.
In the BU configuration, the interaction energy for NO remains fairly constant until a
strong negative electric field is applied. At positive fields, we see from Fig. 7 the EDA
components are not significantly altered by the strength of the field. However, with negative
fields the composition of the interaction begins to change. Whereas the interaction was
dominated by the frozen component at zero field, the charge transfer component begins to
strengthen and thus compensating for a weaker frozen component. After -10 V/nm the charge
transfer component dominates and leads to a significantly stronger interaction energy. NO2
in this configuration exhibits a simple interaction trend of strengthening for negative fields
and weakening for positive fields. At zero field the interaction is dominated by the frozen
component which largely drives the changes in the interaction energy. The charge transfer
component becomes more apparent at stronger negative fields until desorption occurs after
-10 V/nm. The polarization component strengthens slightly for positive fields, but can not
compensate for a reduction in the frozen component leading to weaker total interaction
energies.
Interestingly, interaction energies for CH4 in the BU state follow a linear trend with field
strength. The strength increases at negative fields while it decreases for positive fields. This
trend is largely driven by the frozen component until at high positive fields where charge
transfer becomes significant. Similarly for CO2, a near linear dependence on the electric field
is observed. Positive fields see weaker interaction strengths whereas stronger interactions are
found with negative fields. In contrast to CH4 the frozen component is the major contributor
across all electric fields. Sharp changes of the interaction strengths are found a field strengths
lower than -14 V/nm. The frozen interaction changes at these fields driven by a change in
bonding characteristics and structural modification.
3.2.4.2 Corannulene Interaction energies for corannulene show similar trends as those
found in the sumanene-based systems with the distinction that the interactions are generally
weaker. In the BD configurations, NO and NO2 have similar interaction energies at posi-
tive fields with only minor changes as the strength increases before a bowl inversion occurs.
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CH4 - BD
CO2 - BD
CO2 - BU
CH4 - BU
Figure 7: Energy decomposition analysis for adsorbates on sumanene in the bowl down (BD)
and bowl up (BU) configurations.
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Despite these similarities, Figure 8 indicates that the nature of the interactions are quite
different. The interaction energy for NO is largely dominated by the charge transfer energy
whereas NO2 has a combination of frozen and charge transfer components. At negative fields,
the two interaction energies diverge with NO2 becoming significantly stronger until desorp-
tion occurs at -10 V/nm with a significant charge transfer contribution. The charge transfer
components of NO become steadily stronger, overcoming the repulsive frozen component
contributions.
Interaction energies for the CH4-BD system increase in strength at negative fields which
is due to an associated growing contribution from the frozen component. This change is also
accompanied by an increase in the charge transfer and polarization components adding to
the interaction energy. At positive fields the interaction energy remains nearly unchanged
until about 8 V/nm where the interaction energy begins to strengthen again. Note that the
positive field strength only scales to 14 V/nm because after this point the corannulene inverts
causing the CH4 to lose its binding. At positive fields the interaction energies of CO2 remain
relatively unchanged with little variation in the components of the interaction. However, at
negative fields the interaction energy becomes considerably stronger. This trend follows an
increase in the charge transfer and then the polarization component at the most negative
fields. After -14 V/nm the strength of the frozen component begins to decrease sharply and
becomes repulsive. This trend is indicative of the CO2 a chemical bond forming between the
adsorbate and adsorbent. Structurally, this is accompanied by a bend in the O-C-O bond.
As shown in Fig. 5, the interaction energies for NO and NO2 have similar values following
6 V/nm in the BU configuration, despite the strength of NO2 binding being stronger than
NO by about 1.5 kcal/mol at zero field. The interaction energy of NO does not change much
over this range and the EDA as shown in Fig. 8 indicates that the components largely do
no change except for a reduction of charge transfer and frozen components after 16 V/nm.
Similarly, the components of NO2 do not change considerably except for a decrease of the
charge transfer and frozen components contributing to the sharp change around 6 V/nm.
At negative fields, both systems become more strongly bound due to changes in the charge
transfer and polarization component that overcome the reduction of the frozen energy.
The interaction energies for CH4-BU follow a nearly linear trend in a similar fashion as
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the sumanene system. At negative fields the interaction energy becomes stronger due to
a steady increase in the contribution from the frozen component. The interaction energy
becomes weaker with positive fields driven by a reduction in the frozen component. Note that
the charge transfer contribution begins to increase at higher fields causing the rate of change
of the interaction energy to decrease. With CO2 as an adsorbate, the frozen component
dominates the interaction. The strength of the interaction energy increases at negative fields
except for fields lower than -14 V/nm where there interaction energy weakens due to a drop
in the frozen, polarization, and charge transfer components. At positive fields up to 16 V/nm
the interaction energy stays steady with the various contributions not changing much. At
fields larger than that the interaction energy decreases due to a reduction in the frozen energy
contribution which is slightly countered by an increase in polarization.
3.2.4.3 Coronene Figure 9 shows the EDA results for CH4 and CO2 on coronene. In-
teraction energies for CH4 follow similar trends as those found in the corannulene CH4-BD
system. Negative electric fields increase the strenth of the interaction through the frozen
contribution and slight changes in the charge transfer and polarization. Small positive fields
have little effect on the interaction energy until after 6 V/nm where the strength begins
to grow. Despite this increasing strength, the frozen contribution becomes weaker while.
Stronger binding is due to an increased influence from charge transfer in this case.
The interaction energy of CO2 binding to coronene with an applied positive electric field
becomes slightly stronger. Since there is little change to the polarization and charge transfer
components, this increase is driven by changes in the frozen contribution. At negative electric
fields the situtation changes dramatically as the interaction energy becomes considerably
stronger at fields below about -10 V/nm. As the total interaction strength increases, the
frozen component remains fairly constant even becoming weaker at -20 V/nm. The largest
factor in the change comes from a significant increase in the contribution from the charge
transfer component and to a lesser extent the polarization.
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NO - BD NO - BU
NO2 - BD NO2 - BU
Corannulene
CH4 - BD CH4 - BU
CO2 - BD CO2 - BU
Figure 8: Energy decomposition analysis for adsorbates on corannulene in the bowl down
(BD) and bowl up (BU) configurations.
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Coronene
CH4 CO2
Figure 9: Energy decomposition analysis for adsorbates on coronene in the bowl down (BD)
and bowl up (BU) configurations.
3.2.5 Bowl Depth and DORI
Buckybowls naturally possess a dipole moment due to the asymmetric distribution of
electron density along the bowl axis. The outer side of the bowl will tend to have a higher
electron density than the inside which generates a dipole pointing from the convex to convave
portions on the molecule. Under an applied electric field, the electron density adjusts to
minimize the energy of interaction. For instance, consider a Buckybowl in the BU state with
a positive applied electric field. The electron density will adjust such that the convex side
becomes more negative while the concave side becomes more positive - a strengthening of
the dipole. Associated with this change is a rearrangement of the nuclei to minimize the
stress due to the altered electron density. Ultimately this interaction would lead to a larger
bowl depth. All of these changes contribute to differences in interaction energies which were
presented in the previous section.
In theory, the changes of the interaction energy should be evident from the integrated
DORI values for each of these systems. Figure 10 shows the integrated DORI and bowl
depth values for all of the sumanene systems as an external electric field is applied along the
bowl axis. For the BD state we see that the bowl depth decreases as a positive electric field
is applied as expected because charge density is rearranged such that the electronic density
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Sumanene
BD BU
Figure 10: Bowl depth and integrated density overlap regions indicator for sumanene systems.
Note that DORI values shown in the figure are calculated from the difference of spatially
integrated DORI values of the fragments from the complex.
along the convex side must decrease while a growing bowl depth is found for negative fields.
Note that negative bowl depths are recorded for the BD states because the difference is
measured from the carbon atoms forming the central ring to those along the outer ring.
Therefore, a shallower bowl depth would be progressing towards a flat molecule. The DORI
values on the other hand become more complicated to analyze. Across all adsorbates, the
DORI values do not change much at small field strengths and only show significant variation
once the strength of the field becomes larger. A strong decrease in integrated DORI is
recorded at high field strengths for CO2 which corresponds with a sudden change in the
frozen component of the interaction as shown above. The BU case follows similar trends
with a sharp decrease in DORI value for CH4, but this is not correlated with any significant
change from the interaction energy indicating that while the electron density overlap changes
appreciably, the interaction energy does not depend heavily on this change. Bowl depth
follows the expected trend of increasing at positive fields and decreasing for negative fields.
Similar to the sumanene case, Figure 11 shows the bowl depth and DORI for all coran-
nulene systems. The bowl depths for both the BD and BU systems have the same expected
trends as sumanene indicating that the same mechanism of charge redistribution causing
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Corannulene
BD BU
Figure 11: Bowl depth and integrated density overlap region indicator for corannulene sys-
tems. Note that DORI values shown in the figure are calculated from the difference of
spatially integrated DORI values of the fragments from the complex.
bowl depth change is seen. Overall, the DORI values follow the same trend too. At least
at small field strengths, the DORI values decrease going from negative to positive fields. A
few points are worth noting however. In the BD case, CO2 undergoes a decrease in DORI
at negative fields which is accompanied by an increase of interaction energy due to charge
transfer. Together these trends indicate that the charge transfer determined from the EDA
is based on density overlap between the adsorbate and adsorbent. While there are dips in
the DORI for CH4 and NO in the BU configuration, there are no accompanying shifts in the
interaction energy components indicating that while the density overlap is changing, there
is no correlation to a response of the interaction energy.
Finally, Figure 12 shows the bowl depths and integrated DORI for the coronene systems.
In contrast to the corannulene and sumanene cases, an increase in the DORI is observed going
from negative to positive fields. This coincides with a change in bowl depth. At negative
fields coronene deforms such that it assumes a BD configuration while positive fields yield
a BU structure. The integrated DORI remains nearly constant across all fields except for
a dip after 14 V/nm which occurs when the charge transfer component establishes a larger
contribution to the total interaction energy. The sharp rise at -20 V/nm can be considered
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Coronene
Figure 12: Bowl depth and integrated density overlap regions indicator for coronene systems.
Note that DORI values shown in the figure are calculated from the difference of spatially
integrated DORI values of the fragments from the complex.
anomalous because charge population analysis indicates that an electron transfers from the
coronene to CH4 and begins the desorption process.
Overall, the picture to draw from these results is that while the integrated DORI is
known to be a good benchmark for interaction, strict correlations are not always forthcoming.
Significant trends in the DORI sometimes correspond to changes of the interaction energy
at points where the component’s composition begins to change, but it is difficult to draw
a concrete conclusion. In the future, it might be helpful to correlate spatial changes in the
DORI with clear differences of the components of the interaction energy.
3.3 Conclusion
Nano-engineered devices are changing many industries through creating devices specif-
ically tailored to a particular application. The field of gas capture/release is no exception
with current research on engineered MOFS, zeolites, and carbon-based capture systems.
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Buckybowls offer another route to creating engineered devices by tuning interactions with
adsorbates through the application of an external electric field. Buckybowls occur in a range
of sizes which offer varied strengths of interaction. Here, we showed that the bowl-up con-
figurations of sumanene and corannulene showed the largest interaction strength while the
bowl-down states were the lowest. Coronene results were provided as a middle ground be-
tween the bowl-up and bowl-down states and had interaction energies between the bowl-up
and bowl-down values.
We presented interaction energies and the associated energy decomposition analysis for
CH4, CO2, NO, and NO2 to aid in identifying novel systems for capturing green house gases
and atmospheric pollutants. In particular, NO and NO2 adsorption on Buckybowls has not
been previously reported in literature as far as the authors are aware. Structurally, each
system relaxed in the electric field resulting in either a deeper or flatter bowl depth. The
change in structure and electronic polarization produced altered interaction energies with
respect to the zero-field values. This phenomenon opens the possibility of devices composed
of Buckybowls to be used as sensitive gas capture/release devices where the strength of the
electric field controls the strength of interaction.
Finally, our results indicate that these systems possess selectivity through changing the
order of the strengths of the interaction energies under an applied electric field. The ability
to remove components of a gas mixture is a desired property of gas capture/release devices
and our results indicate that Buckybowls would be appropriate for experimental studies into
this effect.
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4.0 Sumanene as an Adsorbent for Upper Respiratory Tract Irritants
If it were not so, if we were organisms so sensitive that a single
atom, or even a few atoms, could make a perceptible impression on
our senses - Heavens, what would life be like!
Erwin Schro¨dinger
What is Life, 1944
Threshold limit values (TLVs) are set by the Occupational Health and Safety Adminis-
tration (OSHA) to define the safe concentration of a chemical to which workers are exposed
during the normal conduct of their jobs. These limit values can be set by comparing data
from animal experiments and human interactions to give industrial companies a guideline
to follow for their employees. Research into the effects of gases on the respiratory system
have been of interest since the development of gas warfare during the first world war and has
seen continued interest ever since. Following the second world war, industrial gas exposure
became a primary concern as workers were now exposed to a wide variety of chemical com-
pounds with little understanding of how new chemicals would affect the human respiratory
system. For instance human exposure to oil fogs was investigated by Lushbaugh et al. by
understanding the effects on animals [80].
In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s Yves Alarie at the University of Pittsburgh proposed
the RD50 metric to standardize how we measure respiratory irritation [81]. His work laid the
foundation for using data from animal experiments to inform TLV generation for compounds
which human exposure was too dangerous. By the 1990’s a database of RD50 values had been
compiled for a wide range of chemicals [82]. As animal testing becomes more undesirable,
numerical experiments replace live animal studies and the reliance on this compiled database
becomes critical to providing a basis of our understanding of the effect chemical compounds
on our respiratory tract.
The three most potent chemicals found in this database are 2-chlorobenzalmalonitrile
(CS, RD50=0.42 ppm), 1,6 hexamtheylene diisocyanate (HDI, RD50=0.17 ppm), and toluene
diisocyanate (TDI, RD50=0.2 ppm). In 1928, Ben Corson and Roger Stoughton developed
a respiratory irritant that is widely used today [83]. Known as CS gas (labeled CS above)
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after the researchers, this compound has become a primary irritant used in tear gas by police
forces and militaries around the world. At room temperature this chemical remains in solid
form so deployment often includes aerosolizing a powder or vaporizing through the use of
heat. A few studies have been performed for the detection of CS gas as its detection is an
important component in some criminal investigations [84, 85].
Even more potent are the to diisocyanate compounds HDI and the more widely used TDI
which are used in industrial coatings and the manufacture of polyurethane. These chemicals
possess properties which are highly desirable in the coating industry such as high tolerance of
abrasion and inactivity towards ultraviolet light. In spite of their extraordinary applications,
these compounds represent significant hazards as respiratory irritants and must be protected
against.
As described in Chapter 3, gas separation processes are useful tools to remove unwanted
compounds from a gas stream through a variety of different methods. In particular, Buck-
ybowls are proposed as adsorbents for capturing small gas molecules in a capture/release
system driven by the two possible states of the bowl - bowl down (BD) or bowl up (BU). It
was shown that small gas molecules adsorbed to the Buckybowls with different interaction
energies based on the configuration and the details of the interaction were investigated via
energy decomposition analysis. In this chapter, the three compounds of interest: CS, HDI,
and TDI will be studied computationally in a similar fashion. While no external electric
fields will be employed in the calculations, the goal is to determine the strength of the inter-
action, identify the components of the interaction which are dominant, and to discover any
barriers to adsorption due to possible geometric changes.
4.1 Computational Details
All computations were carried out using the Q-Chem 5.0 quantum chemistry package [78].
Optimizations were performed at the ωB97X-D level of theory, which includes the Grimme
dispersion correction, with a pc-1 double zeta basis set. Numerous structural configurations
were explored during the optimization to make sure that the structures found were as close
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to global minima as reasonably possible. Energy decomposition analyis was run using the
EDA2 method as described by Horn et al. [55] at the optimum structures with a ωB97M-
V/pc-2 level of theory which includes non-local correlation as implemented in the VV10
functional to account for dispersion interactions [86].
The freezing string method (FSM) was employed as implemented in Q-Chem to determine
if transition barriers exist due to geometric changes during the adsorption process [87]. In
this method, transition paths are interpolated along the potential energy surface (PES)
connecting the product and reactant. Nodes are chosen at both ends and extended along
tangents to the reaction path. Structures at each node are optimized with the constraint that
only changes perpendicular to the path are allowed. This process ends when the nodes meet
on the PES. Six computations of the gradient were performed at each node with a step size
equivalent to 15 initial nodes between the product and reactant structures. These values
were chosen as the optimum relation between accuracy and time for generating accurate
reaction paths at the same level of theory as the geometry optimizations.
4.2 Results & Discussion
The three respiratory irritants that were chosen for this study are shown in Figure 13
along with their associated RD50 values [82]. CS shown on the left is distinguished by the
chlorobenzene molecule with a malononitrile functional group. In the center, HDI is shown
with the isocyanate groups placed at the ends of the carbon chain hexamethylene. Lastly,
on the right is TDI which contains an isocyanate group at the 2 and 4 positions of toluene.
The RD50 values are reported in a concentration of part per million (ppm) which shows that
HDI is the most potent followed by TDI and CS.
4.2.1 Geometric Distortions
Due to its Buckybowl nature, sumanene has two configurations for adsorption: bowl
down (BD) and bowl up (BU). Figure 14 shows the optimized structures for all systems.
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2-Chlorobenzal-
malonitrile
1,6 Hexamethylene
Diisocyanate
Toluene 
Diisocyanate
RD50: 0.42 RD50: 0.17 RD50: 0.20
Figure 13: Potent respiratory irritants from Scahper and Alarie database. These molecules
represent the most potent compounds which have been tested on animal subjects. The RD50
(ppm) value of these molecules was determined as the concentration at which the respiratory
rate of the mice was decreased by half (Respiratory Decrease 50). Carbon atoms are colored
gray, nitrogen are blue, oxygen is red, and chlorine is green. Hydrogen atoms are white.
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Each adsorbate has four associated images. The images along the left side show the profile
picture on top and the top-down view on the bottom. The left column corresponds to the
BD state while the right is BU.
The CS molecule presents a few interesting avenues for interaction with sumanene. First,
the presence of the aromatic ring indicates that dispersion bonding with the benzene rings
of sumanene may be important. Electrostatics could also be important because of the elec-
tronegativity of the Cl atom and nitrile groups. For the BD configuration, CS binds in a
horizontal orientation with the nitrile groups and Cl atom located over the H atoms at the
edge of sumanene. The bowl up configuration is similar with a slight difference in the angle
at which the CS molecule is interacting with the BU sumanene.
Examining the structure the HDI-sumanene system we see that the HDI conforms to
the shape of the adsorbent due to its flexible-nature. For the BD case the molecules wraps
along the convex edge with the isocyanate functional groups pointed downward towards the H
atoms at the edge of sumanene. From the top-down view we see that the molecule’s backbone
is situated off-center from the sumanene indicating that there is a preferred interaction with
the 5-member rings. In the BU configuration HDI conforms slightly to the concave surface
with the isocyanate functional groups pointing slightly upward. The top-down view shows
that, unlike the BD case, the HDI molecule is centered over sumanene.
Finally, the structures for TDI-sumanene are shown in the bottom frame. TDI is bound
to sumanene with the toluene ring off-center positioned over the bond separating a 5-member
and 6-member ring for the BD configuration. The isocyanate groups conform to the shape
of sumanane and point slightly downward towards the edge H atoms. The methyl group is
located off of the side of molecule showing little contribution to the interaction. In the BU
configuration TDI is slightly tilted with the methyl group located almost directly over the
center of sumanene. The isocyanate functional groups are off towards the edge in contrast
to the BD case. Since sumanene possesses a dipole moment, the expectation would be that
the isocyanate groups would be attracted to the center of the BU state, but the optimized
configuration indicates that the O-H interaction between isocyanate and the edge H atoms
on sumanene are more energetically favorable.
While Figure 14 presents the optimized structures for the adsorption process we see
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CS HDI
TDI
Figure 14: Optimized systems with respiratory irritants on sumanene. Names of the
molecules have been abbreviated: 2-Chlorobenzalmalonitrile (CS), 1,6 Hexamethylene Diiso-
cyanate (HDI), and Toluene Diisocyanate (TDI). Profile pictures of the systems are shown
along the top rows with top-down views below those. Bowl down (BD) and bowl up (BU)
configurations are show. Note that structural distortion occurs due to adsorption for some
molecules.
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that there are structural changes which occur to the adsorbates in order to reach those
configurations. Ideally, adsorption would take place through an adsorbate coming in to
contact with the adsorbent through a purely energetically favorable process. However, with
the presence of structural changes there is the possibility that an energetic barrier may be
present which must be overcome. This barrier would hinder the adsorption interaction and
must be investigated to provide the complete picture of the interaction.
Figure 15 shows the energetic profile of each system along the reaction coordinate starting
from a system where there is a large distance separating the molecules (right) and finishing
with the adsorbed complex (left). The dashed horizontal lines on the plots indicate the
combined energy of the fragments when they are infinitely separated. All energies are scaled
with respect to this value to indicate the change of energy as the adsorption interaction
proceeds.
With the application of the FSM along the reaction coordinate, no significant structural
barriers (energies higher than isolated fragments) were found for the adsorbates interacting
with the BD and BU states of sumanene. This means that the adsorption interactions are
energetically favorable which implies that sumanene would be an adsorbent of interest for
these molecules since no extra energy is required to promote adsorption. In general, such
barrier may exist if significant conformation changes occur during the adsorption process.
Now that the adsorbed structures have been identified and no significant structural barriers
were found, the type of interaction can be examined to understand the primary contributors
to the interaction energy.
4.2.2 Energy Decomposition Analysis
Energy decomposition analysis seeks to decompose an interaction energy in terms of
intuitive, easy-to-interpret components. In this case, we employ the EDA method developed
by Horn et al. which separates the energy into the frozen, polarization, and charge transfer
interactions. The frozen component is further broken down into the Pauli, electrostatic, and
dispersion contributions using the SCFMI method. Figure 16 displays the results of an EDA
perfored for both BD and BU sumanene states for all adsorbates. Note that the components
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CS HDI
TDI
Figure 15: Energies along adsorption coordinate calculated with the freezing string method.
Since geometric distortions occur during adsorption, this checks to see if any major energetic
barriers need to be overcome. No major structural barriers were found indicating that the
molecules can thermally adsorb to the sumanene adsorbent without additional energy.
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of the frozen interaction have been separated out and shown next to polarization and charge
transfer to give a better understanding of the interplay between Pauli repulsion, attractive
dispersion, and electrostatics.
The CS molecule on the left shows a total interaction energy of -13.28 kcal/mol for the
BD configuration and -14.3 kcal/mol for BU. The stronger binding in the BU case is due
to all of the attractive components being slightly stronger than in the BD case with none
in particular distinguishing themselves. Note, that the gains in the attractive components
have to overcome the repulsion due to the Pauli component which is larger in the BU state.
The interaction energy for both states is largely derived from the electrostatic and dispersion
components which balance the Pauli repulsion. Charge transfer and polarization play a very
small role.
HDI shows an opposite trend: the BD configuration has a total interaction energy of
-14.14 kcal/mol while the BU structure has an energy of -12.86. The driving component
of this trend is the Pauli repulsion which is smaller for the BD system. Electrostatics are
slightly stronger in the BD state, but this is offset by a larger dispersion component for the
BU system. As with the CS-sumanene systems, polarization and charge transfer play only
a minor role.
Finally, the EDA of TDI-sumanene is shown on the right. The interaction energy for
the BD state is -12.53 kcal/mol while the BU configuration has a total interaction energy of
-12.93 giving the BU state a slightly stronger interaction. As with the other molecules, the
electrostatic and dispersion components account for most of the binding with Pauli repulsion
counterbalancing this interaction. Interestingly, differences between the Pauli repulsion,
electrostatics, and dispersion cancel between the BD and BU systems. The difference of
the interaction energy is actually a slightly stronger polarization component in the BU
configuration. This difference is about 0.48 kcal/mol indicating that a slight polarization
of the orbitals drives the change. Charge transfer does not change significantly between
systems and contributes little to the interaction.
Among all of the systems we see that the electrostatics and dispersion play the major
role of contributing to the attractive component of the interaction energy balancing the
Pauli repulsion in the process. While the interaction energies between the BD and BU
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BUBD BUBD BUBD
2-Chlorobenzal-
monitrile
1,6 Hexamethylene
Diisocyanate
Toluene 
Diisocyanate
Figure 16: Energy decomposition analysis of respiratory irritants on the bowl down (BD)
and bowl up (BU) orientations of sumanene. All molecules were found to be bound largely by
electrostatic and dispersion in both the BD and BU states. Charge transfer and polarization
played minor roles in the adsorption process. Interestingly, interaction energies between the
BD and BU orientation are very similar indicating that the state does not really play a
significant role.
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configurations is quite similar, small changes occur due to a trade-off of the dispersion and
Pauli repulsion, reduction of the Pauli repulsion, and slight changes to the polarization
energy. These interactions are explained due to the fact that sumanene possess a dipole
moment for electrostatics, and carbon rings to promote dispersion interactions with carbon
rings or chains in the adsorbate. These types of interactions are not unique to the molecules
chosen, but sumanene appears to act as a good adsorbate based primarily on non-covalent
interactions of these respiratory irritants.
4.3 Conclusion
This chapter examined the ability of sumanene to act as an adsorbant for three highly
potent respiratory irritants. Identifying molecules which act as effective adsorbents for these
compounds provides a key insight into developing devices which would help to remove these
chemicals from the air to reduce irritation effects and promote a safer work environment.
It was found that all three molecules bind to sumanene with an interaction energy between
-12.53 kcal/mol and -14.3 kcal/mol which is sufficient to remain adsorbed with low enough
thermal energy. The main modes of attraction were found to be electrostatics and dispersion
while Pauli repulsion was found to be the largest contributor towards weaker interactions.
Through an FSM anaylsis, no significant energetic barriers due to structural rearrangement
were found indicating that no extra energy needs to be supplied to the molecules to promote
adsorption.
As industries become more complex and new chemicals are discovered, the health hazards
which result are largely unknown until a major incident occurs. In particular, respiratory
irritants inhibit breathing which can reduce worker effectiveness and lead to long-term health
problems if not properly protected. Gas capture/release systems provide a means of reduc-
ing the exposure to such gases by removing them from the environment for safe disposal
elsewhere. Numerous methods for gas separation exist, but environmental criteria such as
operating at room temperature with high selectivity and sensitivity are crucial to operating
effectively. With further experimental and device development, surface adsorption systems
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such as Buckybowls could offer an energy efficient and chemically tailored means of solving
this problem.
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5.0 Conclusion
But when you come right down to it the reason that we did this job
is because it was an organic necessity. If you are a scientist you
cannot stop such a thing. If you are a scientist you believe that it is
good to find out how the world works; that it is good to find out
what the realities are; that it is good to turn over to mankind at
large the greatest possible power to control the world and to deal
with it according to its lights and its values.
J. Robert Oppenheimer
Los Alamos, 1945
The field of surface adsorption offers promising avenues of research for gas regulation
systems through engineering metal organic frameworks, zeolites, and carbon-based capture
systems to name a few. This thesis provides a deeper chemical understanding into how
Buckybowls can be used for such applications through the use of external electric fields to
tune sensitivity and selectivity. Density functional theory and energy decomposition analysis
were employed to identify the components of the interaction between small gas molecules
and the Buckybowls sumanene and corannulene. Additionally, the components of interaction
with three potent sensory irritants were examined in a similar fashion with no external electric
field to show that Buckybowls can act as adsorbents to a wide range of molecules.
Interaction energies were presented with the associated energy decomposition analysis
for gaseous pollutants CH4, CO2, NO, NO2 and respiratory irritants 2-chlorobenzalmonitrile,
1,6 hexamethylene, and toluene diisocyanate to aid in identifying novel systems for capturing
greenhouse gases, atmospheric pollutants, and respiratory irritants. In particular, NO, NO2,
and the irritant adsorption on Buckybowls has not been previously reported in the literature
as far as the author is aware.
For the small gas molecules, each system was relaxed in the electric field resulting in
altered bowl depth. The adjustment in structure and electronic polarization changed inter-
action energies with respect to the zero-field values. Interestingly, the applied fields affected
interaction energies differently across various adsorbates. Several instances were identified
where the binding preference for adsorbates was altered by applied fields on specific strengths
and directions indicating that the selectivity can be tuned. This phenomenon opens the pos-
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sibility of devices composed of Buckybowls to be used as sensitive gas capture/release devices
where the strength of the electric field controls the strength of interaction. This work also
shed light on the driving forces of adsorbates binding to Buckybowls through EDA. The
frozen energy components were identified to be the most largest contributor to the interac-
tion energy for CH4 and CO2 systems, charge transfer was found to play a significant role
for NO and NO2.
The frozen fragment energy component was also found to be the dominating factor among
interaction energies between sumanene and the respiratory irritants. When decomposed
further, dispersion and electrostatics were found to have a similar binding contribution which
balanced the Pauli repulsion component. In general, the interaction energies of the irritants
were found to be stronger than the small gas molecule systems as expected for adsorbing a
larger molecule. Structural changes from the isolated fragment geometries are predicted in
the adsorbed configuration among all systems. However, no significant energetic barrier was
found indicating that the conformation change would not dramatically affect the adsorption
process.
While corannulene and sumanene are the simplest Buckybowls that can be constructed
from Buckyballs, there exist many other options in terms of size, structure, and chemical
functionality. The Buckybowls studied here represent small, high symmetry Buckbowls, but
there are an infinite number of bowl-like molecules that can be synthesized with different
shapes and sizes such as semibuckminsterfullerenes [88] to fit a particular adsorbate. The
structure of the buckybowl can also be utilized to provide interesting adsorption properties
such as harnessing chirality [89, 90] or cavities in templated carbon structures [91, 92].
Another interesting avenue of future research lies in embedding [93] and functionalization
of Buckybowls to create specific chemical environments targeting particular adsorbates [94,
26, 95, 96, 97, 98]. Each of these systems offers interesting opportunities for computational
research into the adsorption properties for gas molecules due to their unique characteristics
and unknown interactions with the wide range of scientifically relevant adsorbates.
Buckybowls represent a class of molecules that show promise for gas adsorption and
have the unique characteristic of possessing two states which can be connected via external
stimuli. While the present studies are more academic, the results shown here establish the
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proof of principle for Buckybowls as stimuli-responsive gas adsorbers and more work will be
needed to explore the practical applications of these molecules. The adoption of Buckybowl-
based devices requires a significant amount of research such as determining thermal stability
of surfaces as well as fabrication of useful devices before it can be used for large scale
purposes. With this additional development, Buckybowls offer a fascinating avenue for
stimulus-induced gas adsorption and release.
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Appendix: Frozen Components of EDA for Small Gas Molecules
The following figures show the frozen components of the EDA presented in Chapter 3. 
Throughout all systems it is important to note two points: While the electrostatic contribu-
tion is significant with zero applied field, the component becomes energetically unimportant 
compared to the dispersion and Pauli repulsion. And secondly, the attractive dispersion and 
Pauli repulsion counter each other as the field is applied. This last result is due to the 
polarization effect of the electronic wave functions under an applied external field. As the 
wave functions are driven from the adsorbate to the adsorbent (or vice versa) the interaction 
ranges between the distributions begin to shorten causing a significant increase in strength of 
these two components.
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Sumanene
NO - BD NO - BU
NO2 - BD NO2 - BU
CH4 - BD
CO2 - BD CO2 - BU
CH4 - BU
Figure 17: Frozen contribution components of EDA for sumanene. At zero applied electric
field, the electrostatic and dispersion components have similar contributions towards at-
tractive interactions. As the magnitude of the field increases, the electrostatic contribution
remains nearly constant while the strength of dispersion interactions increase along with the
Pauli repulsion component.
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NO - BD NO - BU
NO2 - BD NO2 - BU
Corannulene
CH4 - BD CH4 - BU
CO2 - BD CO2 - BU
Figure 18: Frozen contribution components of EDA for corannulene. Similarly to sumanene,
at zero applied electric field, the electrostatic and dispersion components have similar con-
tributions towards attractive interactions. As the magnitude of the field increases, the elec-
trostatic contribution remains nearly constant while the strength of dispersion interactions
increase along with the Pauli repulsion component.
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CH4 CO2
Coronene
Figure 19: Frozen contribution components of EDA for coronene. Similarly to sumanene,
at zero applied electric field, the electrostatic and dispersion components have similar con-
tributions towards attractive interactions. As the magnitude of the field increases, the elec-
trostatic contribution remains nearly constant while the strength of dispersion interactions
increase along with the Pauli repulsion component. Note that results for NO and NO2 are
not provided due to numerical difficulties with the EDA implementation.
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